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Abstract

Single-molecule super-resolution imaging techniques play an increasingly important role in

studying complex �ne structures, dynamics and interactions in nanoscale con�ned spaces.

The resolution is closely related to the photophysical properties of the �uorescent probes

used, and it is desirable to enhance the brightness and photostability of various probes ap-

plicable to super-resolution imaging, including organic dyes and genetic encodable �uorescent

proteins. Noble metal nanoparticles support plasmon resonances that create a very strong,

localized electromagnetic �eld surrounding the surface of the particles. This enhanced �eld

will engineer the decay pathways of nearby �uorescent molecules and potentially increase

the �uorescence intensities.

In the present Thesis, I investigate the interactions between �uorescent molecules and gold

plasmonic nanoparticles of various structures using three di�erent single-molecule imaging

techniques with the overarching goal of understanding di�erent aspects of this phenomenon.

Chapter I thoroughly introduces the general principles of single-molecule super-resolution

�uorescence microscopy and explains the limitations of dimmer probes. Plasmonic nanopar-

ticles and how they can be used in plasmon-enhanced single-molecule �uorescence microscopy

are also introduced. The interactions between the nanoparticles and �uorescent molecules are

complicated and it is essential to understand this interaction at the single-particle/single-

xiii



molecule level. Open questions including what is the distance-dependence of �uorescence

enhancement and how is the dye emission mislocalized by a plasmonic nanoantenna are also

introduced here. Gold nanorods (NRs) are good plasmonic substrates for the purpose of

�uorescence enhancement as they are biocompatible and tunable in the visible range. The

separation distance between the gold NR and the �uorescent molecules, however, will dras-

tically in�uence the e�ective enhancement as the electromagnetic �eld is a very sensitive

function of distance.

To explore this distance-dependence, in Chapter II, I use the single-molecule technique

of PAINT (Points Accumulation for Imaging in Nanoscale Topography) to image the inter-

actions between single �uorescent molecules and a single gold NR. This work demonstrates

the great potential of plasmonic nanoparticles to be used in single-molecule super-resolution

imaging and indicates that a spacer layer of optimized thickness (about 10 nm) is necessary

for best enhancement. This distance-dependent enhancement e�ect is generally applicable

to di�erent kinds of probes including cyanine dye molecules and �uorescent proteins, and

to both polymer and inorganic silica spacers. This optimal thickness provides experimental

evidence that �uorescent probes labeling membrane proteins which are naturally located

within 20 nm from the outer boundary of cells can be enhanced when coupled to an extra-

cellular nanoparticle substrate. Plasmon-enhanced �uorescence would be a promising new

approach for increasing the resolution for cellular imaging, especially for the widely used,

but relatively dim, �uorescent proteins.

We would like to understand this distance-dependent �uorescent enhancement in a more

deliberately designed structure where the distance between the nanoparticle and the �uo-

rophore is uniform and more precisely controlled. In Chapter III, photoactivatable �uorescent

proteins�one of the most popular categories of �uorescent protein probes for single-molecule

xiv



imaging and tracking�are chemically conjugated to silica shell spacers on the surface of gold

nanoparticles, and their plasmon-enhanced �uorescence properties are carefully studied in

terms of separation distance by using PALM (Photoactivated Localization Microscopy). This

structure completely avoids the ambiguity in distances existing in PAINT experiments and

provides direct evidence for distance-dependent �uorescence enhancement.

In addition to �uorescence enhancement, plasmonic nanoparticles also in�uence other

optical properties of nearby �uorescent molecules due to the increased local density of states

(LDOS) about a plasmonic nanoantenna, such as the far-�eld emission positions. Chapter IV

describes a recently discovered phenomenon that has been attracting more and more atten-

tion in the single-molecule imaging and nanophotonics �elds: the far-�eld emission detected

from a �uorescent molecule coupled to a plasmonic nanoparticle, deviates signi�cantly from

the actual emitter position. This deviation, which we call �uorescence apparent emission

mislocalization, is ubiquitous in various plasmonic nanostructures and di�erent �uorophores.

This e�ect creates an obstacle for studies of nanoparticle/�uorophore interactions, includ-

ing hot spot mapping, nanostructure morphology reconstruction, and for our purpose, it

compromises the accuracy of super-resolution imaging in plasmon-enhanced �uorescence mi-

croscopy. Previous studies indicated that the mislocalization can be up to tens of nanometers

in magnitude, and in this Chapter, we use a single-molecule study to investigate this e�ect

quantitatively as a function of distance. By developing a new statistical analysis tool, we

can resolve the actual emitter positions even from 2D projected images and quantify the

mislocalization distance with resolution better than the localization precision.
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CHAPTER I

Introduction

1.1 Single-molecule super-resolution �uorescence microscopy

Optical microscopy is a very powerful technique for observing small objects at the micron-

and nanometer scale, and �uorescence microscopy is in particular extensively used for imag-

ing both chemical and biological samples. Due to the Stokes' shift, �uorescence emission

occurs at longer wavelengths than �uorescence excitation, so that the excitation and emis-

sion can be spectrally separated. Therefore �uorescence microscopy has the advantages of

low background, high signal to noise ratio, a wide selection of imaging probes and minimal

perturbation to the investigated systems. Though they are able to resolve reasonably �ne

structures, all optical microscopies, including �uorescence microscopy, have fundamentally

limited spatial resolutions due to the wave nature of light. Because of the di�raction of

light, the image of even an in�nitesimally small point source through an objective is not

an in�nitesimally small single point; instead this image appears as a di�raction-limited spot

and the PSF (Point Spread Function) can be described by an Airy disk function with �nite

width (Figure 1.1.1 A). [1] This PSF width determines the theoretical resolution as described

by the Abbe di�raction limit equation:

1



Figure 1.1.1: (A) Image of a point source on the object plane through a lens. (B) The PSF
(Point Spread Function) of a point source can be described by an Airy disk function (inset:
cross section of the 3D geometry). (C) In usual single-molecule imaging conditions, the PSF
can be su�ciently approximated by a 2D Gaussian function. By �tting the single-molecule
image to the function, the center position of the di�raction-limited spot is localized with
nanometer precision. [2]

d =
λ

2NA
(1.1.1)

where d is the radius of the di�raction-limited spot, λ is the emission wavelength and NA

is the numerical aperture of the objective. NA is de�ned as nsinθ, where n is the refractive

index of the media between objective and sample, and θ is the maximal half-angle of the

cone of collected light. Using immersion oil that has high n, the NA can be up to 1.4. For

�uorescence microscopy, probes in the visible to near-infrared range are used, therefore the

resolution in Equation 1.1.1 is about 200 - 300 nm, and any structure smaller than this size

can not be resolved directly.

In comparison, Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), Transmission Electron Microscope

(TEM), Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM), cryo-Electron Microscope (cryo-EM) and

other electron-based and near-�eld scanning probe microscopies have much shorter wave-
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lengths and can achieve resolutions lower than 1 nm. [3] Yet these non-optical approaches

usually require sophisticated instruments, complicated sample preparation procedures, ul-

traclean samples, high vacuum and other conditions that are di�cult to attain, which are

not ideal in many applications. Fluorescence microscopy has great advantages in studying

biological systems due to its low background, easy sample preparation, genetically encodable

�uorescent protein probes and the ability to be used in vivo without introducing harsh per-

turbations to the organism. However, given the intrinsic di�raction limit of up to hundreds

of nanometers, it is hard to directly uncover subcellular structures such as mitochondria, en-

doplasmic reticulum and nucleus; or observe the formation of functional protein complexes

inside cells. Furthermore, �uorescence microscopy has also seen numerous applications in

studying nanoparticle optical properties, catalysis and nanophotonics; [4�8] as in cellular

imaging, the di�raction limit prevents any spatial resolution better than a few hundreds of

nanometers, thus many localized interactions, chemical reactions are not easily or directly

probed with conventional �uorescence imaging.

Fortunately, in the last two decades, researchers have made sub-di�raction resolutions

possible by engineering excitation processes, optimizing emission collections and applying

novel image analysis algorithms. For example, confocal scanning microscopy excludes the

out-of-focus emission light through a pinhole at the confocal plane, [9] and therefore better

resolution is achieved. Even more, in Stimulated Emission Depletion (STED) microscopy,

[10, 11] an excitation laser is depleted with a second, donut-shaped high power laser, and

the molecules inside the region where the depletion power are high enough will be forced

to stimulated emission so that �uorescence is suppressed here. Fluorescence will only come

from the very center region of the beam and therefore even better resolution than confocal

microscopy is achieved. By scanning the STED beam across the whole sample, an entire
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picture with much higher resolution can be reconstructed.

Furthermore, various single-molecule super-resolution techniques have tremendously con-

tributed to di�erent �elds by pushing the resolution even further. The general principle of

single-molecule super-resolution techniques (Figure 1.1.1) is to be able to turn on single

molecules one at a time so that their PSFs do not overlap, enabling position determination

of each molecule sequentially. This can be achieved through several di�erent approaches:

1) Only one labeling molecule is activated at the same time so they can be separated in

time and localized individually, either through stochastic blinking (induced by an appro-

priate bu�er, high power laser, or energy transfer �uorophore pairs) or photoactivatable

�uorescent proteins, which are only �uorescent when activated by ultra-violet light. Tech-

niques based on this principle include Photoactivated Localization Microscopy (PALM) [12]

or Fluorescence Photoactivation Localization Microscopy (fPALM) [13] �photoactivatable

�uorescent proteins are the labeling probes, which are only �uorescent when activated by

ultra-violet light; Stochastic Optical Reconstruction Microscopy (STORM) [14] �with a

pair of dye molecules, donor and acceptor, the molecules can be switched on and o� stochas-

tically; Direct Stochastic Optical Reconstruction Microscopy (dSTORM) [15,16] or Ground

State Depletion (GSD) Microscopy [17, 18]�where molecules are switched to a dark triplet

state stochastically either by appropriate bu�er or high power laser. 2) Molecules di�us-

ing in solutions will randomly adsorb on a surface and be transiently immobilized. With

proper concentrations, the adsorbed molecules are spatially separated and imaged on camera.

This technique is very useful in mapping subdi�raction structures and nanoscale hotspots in

high throughput. Points Accumulation for Imaging in Nanoscale Topography (PAINT) [19]

is based on this principle and many other related techniques are also developed including

Quantitative Points Accumulation for Imaging in Nanoscale Topography (qPAINT) [20] and
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Universal Points Accumulation for Imaging in Nanoscale Topography (uPAINT) [21].

With the above mentioned techniques, previously overlapping PSFs from multiple emit-

ters can now be imaged individually. As shown in Figure 1.1.1 B, the Airy disk function can

be approximated as a 2D Gaussian function for computational simplicity. In single-molecule

analysis, the PSF of a single emitter is usually �t to a symmetric 2D Gaussian (Figure 1.1.1

C) and the center of the Gaussian function can be precisely located, theoretically with in�nite

precision. [22�25] However, in reality, the intensity of each emitter is not in�nitely high and

various noise sources exist, including background noise, electronic shot noise. The optical

objective system also has a limited photon collection e�ciency. Considering all the above

factors, the experimental two-dimensional localization precision can be calculated as: [25]

∆x =

√
s2 + a2/12

N
+

8πs4b2

a2N2 (1.1.2)

where ∆x is the error in localization, s is the standard deviation of the PSF, which is related

to objective NA and emission wavelength, a is the size of the pixel, N is the number of

photons detected and b is the background noise. In usual experiment conditions, a2/12 is

much smaller than s2, and N2 is a large number, therefore the equation is regularly simpli�ed

to the following form:

∆x ∝ 1√
N

(1.1.3)

Many engineering e�orts have been put into further increasing the resolution of the
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super-resolution techniques. To eliminate undesired background �uorescence, Total Internal

Re�ection Fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy uses evanescent wave excitation, [26�28] which

decays exponentially in the direction vertical to the sample surface, to excite only ∼ 100 nm

depth into the sample; similarly, confocal microscopy excludes the emission light not from the

focal plane by introducing small pin holes in the emission pathway; [9] light sheet �uorescence

microscopy, including Highly Inclined and Laminated Optical (HILO) sheet microscopy, [29]

uses a thin sheet of excitation light to minimize the illumination volume and achieves a high

signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio as well as fast 3D imaging by optical sectioning. [30] As shown

by equation 1.1.3, more collected photons are desirable. Therefore, a two-objective setup

around the sample, which is able to collect both the top and bottom half of the emitted

photons, theoretically increases the resolution by a factor of 1√
2
, as implemented by 4pi

microscopy. [31�33]

Besides improving resolution, other imaging functionalities are also being incorporated

into these techniques. One important aspect is that 3D imaging, which enables super-

resolution localizations in z -dimension, is developing rapidly and contributing new science

to di�erent areas. [34]. For 3D imaging, techniques relating to astigmatism, [35] double-helix

PSF [36] or iPALM [37] have been able to image super-resolved structures in 3D in real time

or in very thick cell samples. On the other hand, camera technology also contributes to

improving the capability of single-molecule imaging, for example, the recent complementary

metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) camera allows a larger �eld of view and faster image

acquisition than EMCCD camera. [38]

Because of the extensive progress in super-resolution imaging techniques, nowadays it is

possible to use these tools to explore subdi�raction-limited structures with tens of nanome-

ters resolution. For example, as shown in Figure 1.1.2, important information about sub-
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Figure 1.1.2: (A) Length scales of di�erent structures widely investigated and current reso-
lutions of single-molecule super-resolution imaging techniques. (B) Principle of Stimulated
Emission Depletion (STED) microscopy. [39] (C) Principle of Stochastic Optical Recon-
struction Microscopy (STORM). [14] (D) Quantitative Points Accumulation for Imaging in
Nanoscale Topography (qPAINT) technique. [20]
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cellular structures, such as membrane composition and protein dynamics and functional-

ities, [40�42] as well as information about interesting interactions between light and top-

down/bottom-up synthesized nanostructures can be revealed, which are hidden behind the

di�raction limit.

In our lab, a traditional single-molecule epi-�uorescence optical setup (Figure 1.1.3) has

been used to solve various mysteries in the nanoscale regime at the single molecule level,

including protein movements in bacterial cells, [42�44] dye molecule behavior in porous metal-

organic framework materials [45] and interactions between single molecules and plasmonic

nanoparticles, [46�49] which will be the focus of this thesis. Here, an excitation laser is

focused at the back of an objective to excite samples on a substrate; emission light collected

through the same objective are separated from excitation light by dichroic mirrors and

emission �lters. An EMCCD (Electron multiplying charge coupled device) camera detects

the �uorescence from single molecules; these images can be further analyzed using customized

Matlab algorithms. A 406 nm activation pulse is used in combination with the excitation

laser to activate photoactivatable �uorophores, such as PAmCherry, PAGFP, etc. Other

functionalities including dark-�eld scattering spectroscopy, �uorescence spectroscopy, and

3D imaging can also be readily incorporated into this custom-built setup; for instance, here

we use a cylindrical lens to resolve the axial position of single �uorescent emitters.
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Figure 1.1.3: Optical setup for epi-�uorescence imaging. Linearly polarized laser beams
(cleaned up by excitation �lters) of di�erent wavelengths are converted to circularly polarized
by quarter-wave plates. The laser is focused at the back of the objective and after the
objective, the collimated beam excites the sample on the microscope stage. On the emission
side, the longer-wavelength �uorescence signal is separated from excitation light by long-pass
dichroic �lter and emission �lter, and detected on an EMCCD camera. A cylindrical lens
can be incorporated in the emission pathway if 3D imaging is needed.
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1.2 Fluorescent probes for single-molecule super-resolution

imaging

Based on the intended purposes, there are numerous kinds of �uorescent probes available

in single-molecule imaging. The most popular categories include: 1) organic dye molecules,

such as Rhodamine dyes, cyanine dyes, Alexa dyes, and Atto dyes. They are mostly small

molecules with conjugated ring systems (Figure 1.2.1 A) whose emission wavelengths span

from 400 nm to 800 nm. These dye molecules are usually relatively bright, having fast

radiative decay rates, high extinction coe�cients and quantum yields, [50] and they are

widely used for both probing chemical reactions and labeling biological samples. [4] One

disadvantage of �uorescent dyes is that they have to be chemically linked to the target,

which commonly requires extra steps of reactions and tedious washing procedures. High

labeling yields may not be achievable as a result. 2) Inorganic quantum dots (QDs, Figure

1.2.1 B). [51,52] QDs are small (< 5 nm), very bright nanocrystals which usually have high

quantum yield (up to 90%) [53, 54]. Their wavelengths are readily tunable by changing the

size and element composition (or through doping) which makes them good candidates for

multicolor imaging. However, QDs need surfactant molecules on the surface to be stable in

the media, making them much bulkier in size, and some chemical elements like cadmium in

QDs are toxic to cells and this limits their applications in living systems. [55, 56] Selective

labeling of QDs to a speci�c target is another issue to consider. [57] 3) Fluorescent proteins

(FPs, Figure 1.2.1 C). These are cylinder-shaped proteins about 2 - 4 nm in size, which

consist of a chromophore in the center of a β barrel structure. [58] FPs emit in a wide

wavelength range from 450 nm (blue FPs) to 650 nm (red FPs) with more and more new

FPs still being developed and their optical properties being optimized and engineered. [59]
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Though usually relatively dimmer than dye molecules or QDs, the unique advantage of FPs

is that they can be genetically encoded to the target protein makes the labeling procedure

easier and more quanti�ed. FPs also avoid the long, �oppy linkers sometimes necessary

for chemical linkage. Even though the in�uence of FP labels on biological processes is

not fully understood, [60] it is believed that they are more biocompatible and rarely cause

photodynamic toxicity compared to organic dyes. [59,61] Therefore, FPs play an important

role in biological �uorescence imaging, and pushing their resolution with single-molecule

imaging has great signi�cance in solving many currently unanswered questions.

Figure 1.2.1: (A) Rhodamine 6G molecule structure. (B) Illustration of QDs (Quantum
Dots) structure. (C) mCherry �uorescent protein crystal structure. [62]

As shown by equation 1.1.3, the resolution is inversely proportional to the total de-

tected photon number, and a brighter �uorophore is bene�cial for obtaining a better reso-

lution. Di�erent approaches have been investigated to solve this challenge. Various organic

dye molecules with optimized optical properties have been synthesized; [63, 64] adjusting

the environment surrounding the �uorescent probes may potentially increase the photon

yield�example, researchers found that a heavy water environment led to the FPs probes

to be 1.5-fold brighter; [65] reductive caging helps to create ultrabright photoactivatable

�uorophore. [66] On the other hand, plasmonic metal nanostructures engineer the optical
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properties of nearby �uorophores and coupling to these nanoparticles is an easy, e�cient and

versatile method to tackle this problem, which is the main focus of the research presented

in this Thesis.

1.3 Plasmonic nanoparticles and LSPR

Noble metal nanoparticles, such as Au, Ag, and Pt, as well as some other materials includ-

ing Al and Ti, have natural plasmon resonances and when the excitation light wavelength

matches the natural plasmon frequency, a collective oscillation of surface electrons is gener-

ated, which is called localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR, Figure 1.3.1 A). [67] This

creates a very localized, high density electromagnetic �eld near the surface of the nanoparti-

cle, and it decays rapidly with distance from the surface within 100 nm (Figure 1.3.1 B). [46]

Due to the enhanced electromagnetic �eld, excited electron decay pathways of molecules

located within this �eld will be in�uenced signi�cantly, and this coupling leads to many

plasmon-enhanced spectroscopies.

Plasmonic nanostructures of all kinds of materials and geometries have been constructed

for di�erent purposes, using both top-down and bottom-up methods. For example, electron-

beam lithography has been extensively used to design customized nanostructures of Au, Ag,

Al and other materials, for use as waveguides, [68] high quality optical pixels, [69], meta-

surfaces applications [70, 71] and localized imaging and sensing, [72, 73] to name a few. In

comparison, chemically synthesized and assembled bottom-up colloidal plasmonic particles

have the advantages of high throughput, capability of diverse surface modi�cations and con-

jugation, wide selection and easy control of material compositions, and more tunability in

3D geometry, but these nanoparticles have the disadvantage that their assemblies are not as
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Figure 1.3.1: (A) Localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) of nanoparticles, adapted
from [67]. Upon excited by laser light of a certain frequency, collective surface electron
oscillation (white arrow) generates a strong, localized electromagnetic �eld (purple line) near
the nanoparticle surface. (B) FDTD (Finite-di�erence time-domain) calculation of local �eld
intensity at 640 nm around a 90-nm diameter gold nanoisland excited by a plane wave. Scale
bar: 50 nm. [46] The �eld intensity drops rapidly away from the edge of the nanoisland.

precisely controlled in size and shape therefore bottom-up structures are more heterogeneous

than those made by the lithography approach. Nevertheless, colloidal plasmonic nanoparti-

cles, such as nanospheres, nanorods, nanowires, nanocubes or more complicated structures

of gold, silver, aluminum and other materials [74�78] are widely used in plasmon-enhanced

spectroscopies. Other techniques such as nanosphere lithography combine the two methods

and gain higher homogeneity as well as high throughput. [79,80]

1.4 Plasmon-enhanced �uorescence: applications and chal-

lenges

Many applications are based on LSPR of plasmonic nanoparticles, including Surface En-

hanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS), [83] enhanced photon absorption for solar cell light

harvesting [84�86] and also enhanced �uorescence. [87�89] When a �uorescent molecule is ex-
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Figure 1.4.1: (A) Jablonski diagram of the electronic states of a �uorescent molecule. Dif-
ferent decay pathways and the corresponding decay rates are labeled as described in the
text. [81] (B) Resonant laser light (green) generates an LSPR on a metal nanoparticle and
a very localized, enhanced electromagnetic �eld is produced near the surface, �gure adapted
from [82]. Fluorescent molecules (pink stars) located adjacently are in�uenced by the en-
hanced �eld as a function of distance from the nanoparticle.
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cited by a laser light (green line in Figure 1.4.1), it can be excited into any excited electronic

states and based on Kasha's rule, it will quickly relax to the lowest electronic state (S1) and

then vibrationally relaxes to the lowest vibration state (purple line), after which it can decay

in many di�erent pathways. [81] It can decay radiatively to the ground state (S0, red line)

by emitting a photon, which corresponds to �uorescence; based on Franck-Condon principle,

�uorescence emission always has longer wavelength than the excitation, which enables it

to be easily separated in wavelength. The excited molecule can also decay non-radiatively

through internal conversion (IC, brown line)�energy converted to heat, energy transfer such

as FRET (Förster resonance energy transfer), or undergo intersystem crossing (blue line)to

an triplet state (T1), during which the spin state of the molecule changes from singlet to

triplet. From the excited triplet state, the molecule can either decay radiatively to ground

state (phosphorescence, dark red line) or react with molecules in the environment, which

causes permanent structural modi�cation and as a result the molecule is irreversibly photo-

bleached (black line). Once the molecule is back in the ground state, it can be excited again

and the process can repeat thousands of cycles before the molecule is photobleached and

loses the ability to �uoresce. [81] All the processes have di�erent decay rates, as indicated

in Figure 1.4.1, and the triplet state has much longer lifetime than the singlet state and

therefore electrons may be trapped in the dark triplet state for a relatively long period. This

long-lived dark state contributes to an important property of �uorescent molecule, blink-

ing, which is disadvantage for continuous tracking of a target but also bene�cial for some

super-resolution methods such as STORM and dSTORM. The �uorescence quantum yield

is related to both the radiative and non-radiative decay rates:
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Φ =
τr

τr + τnr
(1.4.1)

where Φ is the quantum yield, τr is the radiative decay rate, and τnr is the non-radiative

decay rate. By engineering the decay rates, optimized optical properties of �uorophores,

i.e. higher photostability, prolonged �uorescence emission, higher �uorescence intensity and

total emitted photons, or suppressed or deliberately introduced blinking based on the appli-

cations, can be realized. For example, oxygen scavenging systems in imaging bu�er can help

to capture O2 molecules, which are responsible for bleaching and hence this bu�er increase

the duration time of �uorescence. Furthermore, triplet state quenchers (β-mercaptoethanol:

BME, mercaptoethylamine: MEA, etc.) which deplete the triplet state can suppress mil-

lisecond blinking. [90,91]

The enhanced electromagnetic �eld due to the LSPR of plasmonic nanoparticles increases

both the radiative and non-radiative decay rate of an excited �uorophore, as shown in the

following equation: [88,92]

Φ =
γrτr

γrτr + γnrτnr
(1.4.2)

where τr is the radiative decay rate, τnr is the non-radiative decay rate, and γr and γnr are the

enhancement factors because of the plasmon-enhanced �eld for the two decay rates, respec-

tively. The intersystem crossing probability is very low (involves forbidden spin transition)

and is assumed to be una�ected by the enhanced �eld. Therefore the e�ective in�uence of
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a plasmonic nanoparticle on �uorescence is in how it a�ects the competition between the

radiative and non-radiative decay rates. The net enhancement is closely dependent on the

intensity of the electromagnetic �eld, which changes rapidly as a function of distance from

the plasmonic nanoparticle surface. Furthermore, the two decay rates are di�erently in�u-

enced by the electromagnetic �eld�the non-radiative rate is more sensitive to distance than

the radiative decay�as a result, the �nal e�ect is not purely monotonic and the �uorescence

enhancement is a quite complicated function of distance.

Since the electromagnetic (EM) �eld can be enhanced hundreds of thousands of fold when

the nanoparticle is ideally designed, up to thousands of fold �uorescence enhancement has

been reported. Fluorescence of a weak emitter, crystal violate can be enhanced more than

1000-fold near colloidal gold nanorod in solution [93] and Cy5 molecules can be enhanced

up to 30,000-fold in silver cubes/Au �lm gap hotspot. [94] This signi�cant enhancement

has been widely used in ultrasensitive detection, such as performing ultra low concentration

biomolecule analysis, [95] and measuring dynamics and structure changing of protein/DNA

molecules based on �uorescence detection. [96] We aim to use this enhancement in single-

molecule super-resolution imaging, incorporating designed plasmonic substrates for imaging

single molecule with higher resolution. As discussed above, unlike SERS, where the signal is

best enhanced when the probe is located as close to the metal surface as possible, �uorescence

enhancement has a more complicated distance dependence. Previous studies about the

distance-dependence �uorescence enhancement are mostly done in bulk, either in solution or

on a dense �lm, where heterogeneous information is hidden. As we intend to apply plasmonic

enhancement to single-molecule applications, it is important for us to fully investigate and

understand the interaction between only one molecule and one plasmonic nanoparticle, thus

uncovering the heterogeneity. Furthermore, most previous work focuses on the enhancement
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of organic dye molecules and only recently have studies been done on plasmon-enhanced

�uorescent proteins, [47, 48] which are very important in biological imaging. In this thesis,

both dye molecules and �uorescent proteins will be studied, expanding the scope for enhanced

�uorescence imaging. This distance-dependent study will be important for designing optimal

plasmonic substrate with an ideal spacer layer thickness for best �uorescence enhancement.

On the other hand, interactions between �uorescent molecules and plasmonic nanoparti-

cles are complicated. Not only is the intensity of the �uorophore changed, but other optical

properties like emission position, polarization, and PSF shape, are also a�ected by coupling

to a nanoparticle. Particularly, researchers have recently realized that, the super-resolved

emission position of a single emitter is signi�cantly in�uenced by the presence of a plasmonic

nanoparticle, a phenomenon we call emission mislocalization. [46, 49, 97�100] As discussed

above, upon excitation, LSPR created on plasmonic nanoparticles generates a strong, lo-

calized electromagnetic �eld near the surface. With the plasmonic nanoparticle acting as

a nano-antenna, the local density of state (LDOS, states that can be occupied by a pho-

ton) near the nanoparticle is signi�cantly increased. Therefore, it is not surprising that the

behavior of the emitted photons from a nearby �uorescent molecule will be a�ected. Speci�-

cally, the super-resolved apparent position of the molecule is shifted toward the nanoparticle,

where high LDOS exists. This position distortion can be up to tens of nanometers which

is signi�cant compared to the resolution of super-resolution techniques. Yet this e�ect is

only visible using single-molecule super-resolution techniques and have been hidden in many

previous ensemble experiments. It is crucial for us to explore this phenomenon in depth to

gain more insights about the interaction between nanoparticles and �uorescent molecules,

and also to develop better single-molecule localization analysis for plasmon-enhanced �uo-

rescence imaging, where actual molecule positions can be recovered.
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1.5 Thesis outline

In Chapter II, gold nanorods are explored as a potential substrate for single-molecule super-

resolution imaging due to its resonance tunability, facile synthesis and good biocompatibility.

PAINT experiments are conducted to investigate the interactions between single Cy3.5 dye

molecules, mCherry FP molecules and single gold nanorods, with an emphasis on �uorescence

enhancement. We carefully tune the thickness of the nanoscale spacer surrounding the gold

nanorod, which separates the nanoparticle from the �uorophore by a certain distance, and

we observe the enhancement change as a function of the spacer thickness. We �nd that

plasmonic enhancement is generalizable for di�erent kinds of �uorescent molecules�both

dye and �uorescent proteins�and both �uorophore types exhibit a non-monotonic trend

of enhancement with the optical spacer thickness being about 10 nm for both. This study

shows the capability of single-molecule techniques, where information from each molecule can

be obtained to yield more complete statistics than just the ensemble average. This result

dictates the ideal separation distance for plasmon-enhanced �uorescence, indicating that

enhanced membrane protein imaging [101] is promising since the cell membrane naturally

positions the �uorophores about 10 nm away if the cells are immobilized on a plasmonic

substrate.

In Chapter III, the focus is on the photoactivatable �uorescent proteins, PAmCherry

and PAGFP, which are important in PALM imaging and single-molecule tracking experi-

ments. To explore the distance-dependence in a more precise way, silica-shell coated gold

nanospheres are synthesized and further functionalized with biotin end group. In order to

bind the �uorescent proteins under study, a FP-streptavidin fusion protein is constructed

through cloning, protein expression and puri�cation in E.coli cells. In the end, the FPs are
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tightly linked to the nanoparticle surface, separated by the silica shell. In PALM experi-

ments, by tuning the silica shell thickness, we observed 2-fold enhancement for 20 nm spacer

and no enhancement for 80 nm spacer. The experiments in Chapter III more carefully quan-

tify the maximal enhancement distance and also prove that plasmon-enhanced �uorescence

is also applicable in photoactivatable �uorescent proteins.

In Chapter IV, a di�erent aspect of the nanoparticle/�uorescent molecule interaction is

explored, namely the emission mislocalization. Dye molecules near a spherical gold nanopar-

ticles are super-localized one by one, and their apparent emission positions�which di�er

on the nanometer scale from the actual dye positions due to the coupling�are uncovered

through a new analysis algorithm. By comparing for each dye the apparent emission po-

sitions with the actual physical positions, the mislocalization e�ect due the increased local

density of states is carefully studied as a function of distance. We �nd that mislocalization

up to 60 nm happens at di�erent separation distances from 10 nm to 30 nm, and we �nd that

the mislocalization is also distance dependent: smaller separation distances lead to stronger

coupling and larger mislocalizations. Electromagnetic simulations are also done to support

and provide theoretical explanations for the experimental results. Chapter V summarizes all

the above research about the distance-dependent interactions between plasmonic nanopar-

ticles and �uorescent molecules, and future directions and questions in this �eld are also

discussed.
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CHAPTER II

Distance-dependent �uorescence enhancement of single

molecules coupled to gold NR

The work presented in this Chapter was published in the following paper:

Bing Fu, Jessica D. Flynn, Benjamin P. Isaaco�, David J. Rowland, and Julie S. Biteen*,

"Super-Resolving the Distance-Dependent Plasmon-Enhanced Fluorescence of Single Dye

and Fluorescent Protein Molecules", J. Phys. Chem. C., 2015, 119, 19350-19358

As co-authors, JDF helped to design the experiments; BPI conducted the Finite Di�erence

Time Domain simulations; DJR established the geometric framework for simulating the

substrate three-dimensional shape. All authors participated in the discussion and revision

of the manuscript.

2.1 Abstract

Coupling to metal nanoparticles can increase the �uorescence intensity and photostability of

�uorescent probes, and this plasmon-enhanced �uorescence is particularly promising for the

dimmer �uorescent proteins common in biological imaging. Here, we measure the intensity
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distribution of single Cy3.5 dye molecules and mCherry �uorescent proteins one at a time

as they adsorb on a conformal surface 4.8 - 61.0 nm thick over a gold nanorod (NR). The

emission intensities for both types of �uorophores depend non-monotonically on the spacer

thickness, and an optimal spacer thickness of ∼10 nm is observed for both �uorophores

using two di�erent spacer layer materials. Emission from �uorophores coupled to metal

nanoparticles is a�ected by two competing processes: an enhanced spontaneous decay rate

and quenching via non-radiative antenna modes. After averaging over a conformal surface,

the product of the simulated enhanced local electric �eld intensity and the quantum e�-

ciency quenching reproduces the experimental 10-nm ideal spacer thickness. Overall, up

to a 3.4-fold average enhancement in �uorescence intensity was achieved despite the simple

geometry, based on bio-compatible, tunable and economic colloidal gold NRs. This study

of the distance dependence of single-molecule plasmon-enhanced �uorescence shows promise

for super-resolving cellular membrane proteins naturally positioned above an extracellular

substrate.

2.2 Introduction and motivation

Fluorescence microscopy is a ubiquitous and impactful tool in biology, [102] and single-

molecule detection enables super-resolution �uorescence imaging. [22] This collection of sen-

sitive and non-invasive techniques has overcome the di�raction limit of traditional light mi-

croscopy to inform on molecular assemblies, dynamics and interactions in real time and on

the nanometer scale, even in live cells. [2,103] In a typical single-molecule tracking, Photoac-

tivation Localization Microscopy (PALM), or Stochastic Optical Reconstruction Microscopy

(STORM) experiment, molecules labeled with an organic dye or �uorescent protein (FP)
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are imaged one at a time. [2, 12, 14] Fitting the di�raction-limited emission pro�le (point

spread function) of each isolated molecule enables super-localization of that label with a

precision much higher than the di�raction limit of light. Though the localization precision

of this method can theoretically be as small as the size of the molecule itself, [104] the label

brightness typically dictates the upper bound. Because the precision of single-molecule mi-

croscopy increases with the square root of the number of detected photons, [25] improving

the brightness of �uorescent probes is a highly desirable goal. Additionally, our ability to

detect rare events or low copy number biomolecules in cells depends on the experimental

signal-to-noise, which improves as the label brightness increases relative to the background.

Coupling to metal nanoparticles has been shown to enhance the brightness of nearby �u-

orescent dyes [94, 105] and FPs, [47] and here we investigate the distance-dependence of

this plasmonic enhancement by a direct measurement of the relevant quantity: the single-

molecule �uorescence intensity of individual dyes and FPs.

Upon resonant excitation, a collective oscillation of electrons on the surface of noble metal

nanostructures will establish a local surface plasmon resonance (LSPR), which generates a

strong, localized electric �eld near the nanostructure surface. This enhanced electromagnetic

�eld can improve Raman and �uorescence signals by increasing the local density of photonic

states. [83,106,107] The LSPR frequency and strength depends on the nanoparticle material

and geometry, [67,108] and improved spectroscopy has been demonstrated across the visible

spectrum based on a variety of gold, silver, platinum and aluminum nanostructures and ther-

mally evaporated nanostructured gold and silver �lms. [93, 105,109�113] Though the LSPR

properties can be well understood and modeled for arbitrary geometries with electromagnetic

simulations, the �uorescence of single �uorescent probes near plasmonic nanostructures is

still not fully characterized. Most previous studies have explored plasmon-enhanced �uores-
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cence in dense �lms or in high-concentration solutions, where ensemble measurements mask

heterogeneities. [114] To understand the potential for plasmon-enhanced super-resolution

imaging, it is therefore critical to measure plasmon-enhanced �uorescence directly using the

same single-molecule assay for which it is intended.

Enhanced �uorescence has been observed from single dye molecules, [46,109,113] and we

have recently demonstrated enhanced �uorescence brightness and photostability from iso-

lated intrinsically �uorescent proteins, with important implications for increased sensitivity,

tracking and resolution in biological imaging. Importantly, this enhancement was realized

based on coupling to bio-compatible, nontoxic gold nanoparticles. [115, 116] To implement

plasmon-enhanced single-molecule cellular imaging using extracellular nanoparticles to main-

tain the bene�ts of non-invasive �uorescence microscopy, [117] some separation between the

nanoparticle and the �uorescent label will be unavoidable. However, the �uorescent emis-

sion in a coupled system depends strongly on the separation distance because the coupling

between a �uorescent emitter (�uorophore) and a metal particle gives rise to two separation-

distance-dependent e�ects: enhanced spontaneous decay rate due to local �eld enhancement

and quenching via non-radiative antenna modes. [118�120]

Here, we directly measure the e�ect of spacer layer thickness on the emission inten-

sity of single organic dye and FP molecules separated from colloidal gold nanorods by

bio-compatible polyelectrolyte (PE) or silica spacer layers. Importantly, while quenching

and enhancement have been reported by di�erent groups under various experimental condi-

tions, [121�124] very few distance-resolved studies have observed plasmon-enhanced emission

from single molecules. [94,125,126] In this chapter, we measure the coupling between single

�uorophores and metal nanorods as a function of spacer thickness in a practical geometry

that can be directly implemented for cellular imaging. [2, 117] Our approach accounts for
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the emission from each molecule in a distribution of all accessible molecular orientations,

positions, and separations. We show that single-molecule plasmon-enhanced �uorescence is

a robust e�ect that can be attained for traditional �uorescent labels with quantum yields of

20%. In particular, we apply plasmon-enhanced �uorescence to a typical red FP, mCherry

(average 3.4-fold brightness enhancement) and for a relatively bright cyanine dye, Cy3.5

(average 1.5-fold brightness enhancement), and we observe that the competition between

quenching at short distances and distance-dependent enhancement gives rise to an optimal

spacer thickness of approximately 10 nm for both of these very di�erent probes. Furthermore,

we understand the mechanism that gives rise to this observed �uorescence enhancement in

the context of �nite di�erence time domain (FDTD) electromagnetic simulations of the real

sample geometries. Overall, we achieve enhanced �uorescence from single-molecule emitters

using a simple, bio-compatible platform.

2.3 Experimental methods

2.3.1 Substrate preparation and characterization

Glass microscope coverslips were cleaned in an O2 plasma etcher at 200 mTorr for 10 min

(PE-50, Plasma Etch Inc.). Polyelectrolyte (PE) solutions of poly(sodium 4-styrene) (PSS,

Sigma-Aldrich, average MW ∼ 70,000, 30 wt% in H2O) and poly-(diallyldimethylammonium

chloride) (PDADMAC, Sigma-Aldrich, average MW ∼ 200,000 - 350,000, 20 wt% in H2O)

were diluted in phosphate bu�ered saline (PBS) to 20 mM. 50-nm diameter gold nanorods

(A12-50-600 NRs) were purchased from Nanopartz Inc. (Loveland, CO) and used as received.

NR substrates were prepared by a spin-assisted layer-by-layer technique: [127] NRs were
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immobilized to the coverslip surface by �lms of positively charged PDADMAC and negatively

charged PSS. First, 20 mM PDADMAC solution was spun onto the cleaned coverslips (300

µL, 15 s, 4000 rpm) to form a base layer and then washed three times with DDI water. A

mixture of NRs and 20 mM PSS (100 µL of NRs and 200 µL of PSS; 1.5 × 1010 NRs/mL)

was then spun onto the PDADMAC-coated coverslip (15 s, 4000 rpm), followed by three

DDI water washes. This process produced a sparse distribution of NRs immobilized in PSS

on the PDADMAC base layer. [47] Additional spacer thicknesses were formed from 1 - 8

alternating layers of 300 µL PSS and 300 µL PDADMAC spin coated one at a time on top

of the �rst two layers (Figure 2.4.1 C). Alternatively, a silica spacer layer was sputtered on

top of the NRs immobilized in PSS (Lab 18-1, Kurt J. Lesker).

To study distance-dependence, we need to make sure the spin coated polymers and the

sputtered silica indeed formed nanometer thick layers and also were able to be controlled

easily (by tuning the number of deposited layers or controlling the sputtering time). To

con�rm, PE and silica spacer layer thicknesses were determined by spectral ellipsometry

(Woollam M-2000DI) as described below (Figure 2.4.2). In all experiments, the spacer layer

thickness was considered to be the sum of the cetrimonium bromide (CTAB) ligand molecules

on the NR surface (thickness: 2.9 nm), [128] the thickness of the immobilizing PSS layer (1.9

nm), and the thickness of any additional PE layers (2.6 nm - 39.0 nm) or of the sputtered

silica (4.7 nm - 56.2 nm). Speci�cally, the measurements were done by variable angle spectral

ellipsometry at 55◦, 65◦ and 75◦ of samples similar to those prepared on glass coverslips for

microscopy experiments, but prepared on silicon wafers and without NRs (Figure 2.4.2).

Silicon wafers were etched three times in piranha solution (3:1 concentrated sulfuric acid to

30% hydrogen peroxide) and immersed in 4.9 % hydro�uoric acid aqueous solution for 10

min, followed by an O2 plasma etch at 200 mTorr for 10 min (PE-50, Plasma Etch Inc.)
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to create a reliable surface oxide. The PE layer thicknesses were determined by measuring

alternating PDADMAC and PSS layers that were spin coated (300 µL, 15 s, 4000 rpm)

directly onto the cleaned and oxidized silicon. The silica spacer thickness was calibrated by

sputtering SiO2 onto the cleaned and oxidized silicon (Lab 18-1, Kurt J. Lesker). Because

the optical properties of PDADMAC and PSS are very similar, both the alternating PE layer

samples and the sputtered silica samples were treated as a single, continuous layer.

2.3.2 Dark-�eld scattering spectroscopy

NRs were immobilized in PSS on PDADMAC-coated glass coverslips as described above,

with no additional spacer layers. These NR substrates were immersed in water and covered

by a second clean microscope slide. A broadband halogen white light source excited the

sample through a dark-�eld oil-immersion condenser, and scattered light was collected in

an Olympus IX71 inverted microscope equipped with a dark-�eld oil-immersion objective

(NA = 0.6). The di�raction-limited image of a single NR was aligned to the entrance slit

of an imaging spectrograph (Acton 2300, Princeton Instruments), and spectral data were

collected on an EMCCD (2 s integration time; Andor iXon). Background spectra collected

from nearby positions with no NR on the spectrograph entrance slit were subtracted from

measured spectra, and all data were divided by the broadband spectrum of the halogen light

source and any additional neutral density �lters to correct for the system spectral e�ciency.

Dark-�eld scattering spectra were also obtained for individual NRs immobilized in PSS on

PDADMAC-coated coverslips coated with 4 additional PE layers, as well as NRs spin cast

directly from suspension with no PE (Figure 2.3.1).
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Figure 2.3.1: Linewidths of the longitudinal plasmon mode for each gold NR single-particle
dark-�eld scattering spectrum, showing no signi�cant correlation between PE layer thickness
and linewidth. The scattering spectra of 15 gold NRs with 2 layers of PE, 12 gold NRs with
6 layers of PE and 10 bare immobilized gold NRs were measured here. Average linewidths:
bare gold NRs: 84.3 ± 11.6 nm; 2 - layer PE: 86.3 ± 10.4 nm; 6 - layer PE: 90.9 ± 22.9 nm.

2.3.3 Single-molecule epi�uorescnece microscopy and PAINT ex-

periments

Wide-�eld epi�uorescence microscopy was performed on spacer-coated gold NR substrates

imaged with a 100× 1.40 NA oil-immersion objective in an Olympus IX71 inverted micro-

scope (Figure 2.4.1 A). To perform PAINT (Points Accumulation for Imaging in Nanoscale

Topography) experiments, 75 - 100 µL of 7 nM mCherry FP (BioVision, Inc.) in PBS or 22
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Figure 2.3.2: Power-dependent �uorescence intensity of (A) Cy3.5 and (B) mCherry. Laser
wavelength: 561 nm. All measurements were done on single adsorbed �uorophore molecules
as described in the main text. The inset black lines indicate the range of laser powers used
in the experiments: all laser powers were in the non-saturating regime.

nM Cy3.5 dye (Lumiprobe Corporation) in water was placed on top of the NR substrates

in a rubber O-ring that had been cleaned by sonication in acetone (Figure 2.4.1 A). Single

mCherry or Cy3.5 molecules were excited with circularly polarized 561 nm laser light (Coher-

ent Sapphire 561-50 and Tower Optical .250-556 quarter waveplate). Excitation intensities

were 9.8 - 37.6 W/mm2 (Figure 2.3.2). Fluorescence emission was �ltered appropriately

(Semrock Di01-R561/BLP01-561R) to maximize signal and minimize scattered laser light

and then imaged on a 512 pixel × 512 pixel Andor iXon EMCCD (1 camera pixel = 49 nm

in the imaging plane) at 40 ms/frame for 200 s.
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2.3.4 Image processing and data analysis

The single-molecule �uorescence data was analyzed using custom-written MATLAB code.

Before analyzing each image, the constant gold photoluminescence (Figure 2.4.4 B) was

removed by subtracting the average of the surrounding 50 imaging frames from each image.

This background subtraction left only the �uorescence from adsorbing Cy3.5 or mCherry

molecules. Because the molecule can adsorb or desorb at any time during the imaging

frame (typical adsorption times: 40 - 200 ms, Figure 2.4.4 C), the �rst and last frame of

each adsorption event were excluded from our analysis to assure that every measurement

correctly represents the brightness of a �uorescent molecule over 40 ms. Each di�raction-

limited spot was �t to a 2D Gaussian function by least-squares �tting with the MATLAB

routine nlin�t [129] to determine the center position and intensity. The NR position was

determined from the �t to the NR photoluminescence pattern, and any molecule whose �t

position was located within the 7 pixel × 7 pixel (343nm × 343nm) area about the gold

NR center position was considered "on-NR" (Figure 2.4.4 A); any molecule outside of this

box was considered "o�-NR". The distribution of �uorescence intensities of each population

(on-NR and o�-NR) are shown in Figures 2.4.6 and 2.4.7, and the average �uorescence

enhancements are plotted in Figures 2.4.5 B and D for Cy3.5 and mCherry, respectively.

Error bars on the average �uorescence enhancement were calculated by bootstrapping the

data from more than ten 5000-frame movies using resampling with replacement.

2.3.5 Finite Di�erence Time Domain (FDTD) simulations

Electromagnetic simulations were performed using the Lumerical FDTD software package.

For each computation, a single NR was placed at the center of a 6.8 µm3 simulation volume;
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Figure 2.3.3: 2D cross section of the geometry for simulations of the electric �eld about a
gold nanorod (NR). (A) The simulated dark-�eld scattering spectrum was obtained on an
85 nm × 50 nm NR immobilized in a dielectric layer and immersed in water. (B) The 3D
electric �eld intensity along a conformal layer (red dashed line) about an isolated NR excited
at 610 nm was calculated using �nite-di�erence time domain simulations, and then averaging
over the conformal surface sample, consistent with experiments.

near the NR, a �ne-mesh grid with 0.614-nm3 cells was used. Perfectly matched layer

(PML) absorbing boundary conditions were used. The NR was excited from below at normal

incidence with a broadband plane wave, and all results are the average of two orthogonal

polarizations. The NRs were modeled as 50-nm diameter gold cylinders with hemispherical

end caps and an end-to-end length of 85 nm (Figure 2.3.3 A). This NR size was chosen based

on simulations of 50-nm diameter NRs in water (constant refractive index: n = 1.333, k = 0).

The NR length was adjusted until the calculated extinction spectrum peak wavelengths

matched the peaks in the experimentally measured UV-vis extinction spectrum of NRs in

water (Figure 2.4.9 A).

To understand our microscopy �uorescence and scattering experiments, the full experi-

mental geometry was simulated, including a glass coverslip and a dielectric medium. The

single-particle dark-�eld scattering spectrum of an NR coated by 2.9 nm CTAB, enveloped

in a 1.9-nm PSS conformal layer and deposited on top of a 1.5-nm PDADMAC �lm was
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simulated by calculating the scattering cross-section (blue line in Figures 2.4.9 B-G). The

frequency-dependent complex permittivities of the NR and the glass coverslip were obtained

from an analytical �t to experimental data from the literature for Au [130] and for glass. [131]

New ellipsometry data for the PE layers (Figure 2.4.2 A, Figure 2.3.4) was used for assem-

bled CTAB and PE or silica layers, which were all optically similar and therefore considered

to be a uniform material.

Figure 2.3.4: Refractive index, n, as a function of wavelength from the ellipsometry mea-
surement of PE layers (Figure 2.4.2 A).

To match the experimental design, the electric �eld intensity, |E|2, was calculated for

a NR located 6.3 nm above a glass slab (consistent with the thickness of the base PDAD-

MAC layer plus the PSS layer and CTAB coating [128] in which the NRs were immobilized in

experiments), and embedded in a dielectric medium (Figure 2.3.3 B). The average local envi-
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ronment experienced by molecules adsorbing at random positions on top of the spacer layers

was determined by recording the average electric �eld intensity, |E|2, around the spacer-

layer coated NR and above the PE-coated glass within a 343 nm × 343 nm area about the

NR center based on a conformal surface (Figure 2.4.8 B). Since the 3D simulation does not

uniformly sample this curved conformal surface, a weighted average was used to simulate

the experimental uniform surface sampling. This enhanced average |E(λ)|2 was considered

speci�cally at the dye and FP emission maximum wavelength, λmax = 610 nm (black curve in

Figure 2.4.8 C). To account for quenching of dyes near nanoparticles, the �uorescence inten-

sity at each position (x, y, z) was considered proportional to η(x, y, z)|E(x, y, z)|2, where the

quantum e�ciency modi�cation, η, was de�ned as a function of nearest separation distance

from the nanoparticle by an analytical �t to published data: [118] η(d) = 1 − ( d
68.33+1

)−6.

Averaging η over the surface gives the average quantum e�ciency modi�cation (red curve in

Figure 2.4.8 C). To predict the average �uorescence enhancement from molecules adsorbing

at random positions on top of spacer layers, multiplying |E(λ)|2 with η at each position and

averaging the product values over the conformal surface within a 343 nm × 343 nm area

about the NR center gives the average �uorescence enhancement (green curve in Figure 2.4.8

C), corresponding to our experimental region of interest.

2.4 Results and Discussions

2.4.1 Gold NR immobilization and substrate structure.

Single-molecule �uorescence microscopy was used to study the coupling to gold NRs of two

types of �uorophores: the organic dye Cy3.5 and the FP mCherry. For these imaging ex-
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periments, the NR substrate was immersed in a �uorophore solution, from which �uorescent

molecules stochastically adsorbed on and desorbed from the surface over time [113] for de-

tection in an epi�uorescence microscope (Figure 2.4.1 A). To prepare the NR substrate, gold

nanorods were dispersed on a glass microscope coverslip (Figure 2.4.1 B) by spin coating a

suspension of CTAB-coated gold nanorods in PSS. These immobilized NR substrates were

then either used as such (spacer thickness 4.8 nm); coated further with 1 - 8 additional

PE layers alternating the positive PDADMAC and the negative PSS to ensure monolayer

deposition due to electrostatic forces (Figure 2.4.1 C), [127] or coated by a sputtered SiO2

layer.

The �nal spacer layer thicknesses were determined by ellipsometry, as described in ex-

perimental section 2.3.1 (Figure 2.4.2). Spacer layer thicknesses were derived by �tting the

spectral ellipsometry data to a Cauchy model, assuming a 1 nm native oxide thickness. For

the polyelectrolyte �lms, the �rst four layers were found to be thinner than the later ones;

the calibration data are therefore �t to a non-linear polynomial (Figure 2.4.2 A). The silica

layer thicknesses were �t to a straight line (Figure 2.4.2 B). The error bars on PE thicknesses

(Figures 2.4.5 B and D) re�ect the polynomial �tting error, while the error bars on silica

thicknesses (too small to be visible) come only from the instrumental error of ellipsometer

since R2 = 0.99943 for the �t.

2.4.2 Spectral properties of gold nanorods and �uorescent molecules.

The dark-�eld scattering spectrum of an isolated gold NR immobilized on a microscope

coverslip as described above and immersed in water was measured (red line, Figure 2.4.3) and

the maximum in the scattering spectrum, corresponding to the longitudinal plasmon mode
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Figure 2.4.1: (A) Microscopy setup for PAINT experiments. A low-concentration �uorophore
solution is excited by circularly polarized 561 nm laser illumination. The image of each
�uorophore that adsorbs on the coverslip is detected by an EMCCD camera. (B) PAINT
experiment sample geometry. A gold nanorod (NR) is immobilized in polyelectrolyte (PE)
layers and immersed in a �uorophore solution (purple circles: single �uorophore molecules
in the solution). (C) Structure of alternating PE layers deposited onto the NR. Dark red:
CTAB bilayer surfactant; green: PDADMAC; beige: PSS.
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Figure 2.4.2: (A) Ellipsometry measurements of polyelectrolyte layer thicknesses. Squares:
thicknesses of experimental samples from �ts to a Cauchy model. Black line: second-order
polynomial �t of data: y = 0.21695 + 0.91471x+ 0.32987x2. R2 = 0.95199. (B) Ellipsometry
measurement of sputtered SiO2 �lm thicknesses as a function of nominal thickness from
the instrument quartz crystal balance. Squares: sample thicknesses from �ts to a Cauchy
model. Black line: linear �t of data: y = 1.1738x − 0.06571. R2 = 0.99943. The spacer
layer thicknesses in (A) and (B) are determined from the �t equations; the error bars on PE
spacer thicknesses indicate the �tting accuracy; for the silica spacer thicknesses, these error
bars represents the instrument error of the ellipsometer (too small to be visible in the plot).

resonance, was detected at 625 nm. The e�ect of the PE �lms on the NR plasmon resonance

was evaluated by comparing the scattering spectrum of single gold NRs immobilized as

described above, single gold NRs immobilized with 4 additional layers of PE on top and

single gold NRs drop cast directly onto the glass (Figure 2.3.1). The longitudinal resonance

peaks could all be well �t by a single Lorentzian function [132] allowing a linewidth to be

de�ned. No signi�cant di�erences in the linewidths were detected, indicating that the PE

does not signi�cantly in�uence the nature of the plasmon resonance.

Optimal �uorescence enhancement occurs when there is signi�cant spectral overlap be-
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Figure 2.4.3: Dark-�eld scattering spectrum of an isolated NR immobilized on a coverslip in
PE layers (red line); Cy3.5 �uorescence excitation and emission spectra (green dashed and
solid lines, respectively); mCherry �uorescence excitation and emission spectra (blue dashed
and solid lines, respectively). Excitation wavelength (561 nm) is indicated by a black arrow.

tween the plasmon resonance and �uorophore excitation or emission peaks. [105, 133] The

organic dye Cy3.5 and the �uorescent protein mCherry were chosen for the overlap of their

emission spectra with the measured NR longitudinal plasmon mode. The green dashed and

solid lines in Figure 2.4.3 show the �uorescence excitation and emission spectra, respectively,

of an 11 µM Cy3.5 aqueous solution (RF-5301PC Spectro�uorophotometer, Shimadzu Cor-

poration). The blue dashed and solid lines in Figure 2.4.3 show the �uorescence excitation

and emission spectrum of a 350 nM solution of mCherry in PBS. The excitation wavelength

for both �uorescence emission measurements was 561 nm. The �uorescence emission max-

ima for the two �uorophores are 600 nm and 610 nm, respectively: both overlap well with

the NR longitudinal resonance. We therefore expect NR coupling to lead to a modi�cation

of the spontaneous decay rate from both of these �uorophores. Though both the radiative
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and non-radiative decay rates will be a�ected, the quenching non-radiative interaction is

more close-ranged than the enhancing radiative interaction, [134,135] so we expect to �nd a

range of ideal spacer thicknesses at which the spontaneous decay rate increase will outweigh

the non-radiative quenching to yield the net enhanced �uorescence that has previously been

observed for organic dyes [94] and more recently, for intrinsic FPs. [47]

2.4.3 Single-molecule detection of �uorophores on spacer layers over

gold NRs.

The �uorophore-NR coupling was studied with PAINT (Points Accumulation for Imaging in

Nanoscale Topography) super-resolution imaging. [19, 47] In these microscopy experiments,

�uorophores stochastically adsorb to the NR substrate from the �uorophore solution above.

The adsorbed �uorophores were visualized on the EMCCD detector as discrete punctate

spots (Figure 2.4.1), whereas free molecules in solution (i.e., molecules not adsorbed on

the substrate surface) were not detected because their Brownian motion was too rapid to

be resolved by the EMCCD at a 25 Hz frame rate. [136] Maintaining a low concentration

of �uorophores in solution (7 nM for mCherry and 22 nM for Cy3.5) ensured spatially

isolated single-molecule adsorption events. The representative image in Figure 2.4.4 A shows

�ve well-separated Cy3.5 molecules simultaneously adsorbed to an area of the substrate

containing a single NR (white square). The gold NR photoluminescence emission pattern

was averaged over 50 surrounding imaging frames in time domain, and the NR position

was determined from the center of this average image (Figure 2.4.4 B inset). The constant

gold NR photoluminescence (Figure 2.4.4 B) was subtracted from the raw data to yield a

background-subtracted image of single �uorophores (Figure 2.4.4 C).
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Figure 2.4.4: (A) Representative �uorescence image of adsorbed Cy3.5 molecules in an area
with one NR. The imaging rate is 25 frames/s and the "on-NR" region is the area inside
the 7 pixel × 7 pixel white square. (B) The mean photoluminescence intensity from an
immobilized NR is constant over time (image shown in inset; the mean intensity is the
average intensity value of the 49 pixels in the white square in the inset). (C) Fluorescence
image corresponding to (A) after background subtraction; (A) and (C) are on the same
greyscale. (D) Fluorescence intensity pro�les along a cross section of the di�raction limited
image of each of the two �uorophores indicated by dashed lines in (C). All scale bars in (A)
- (C): 500 nm.
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The �uorescent molecules were observed until they photobleached or desorbed from the

surface. [46, 47] The center positions of these di�raction-limited single-molecule emission

patterns were determined by �tting to a 2D Gaussian function (Experimental methods sec-

tion). [25] Because the �uorescence emission pattern of a single molecule is a�ected by the

presence of a proximal metal nanorod, the actual position of a single molecule cannot be

precisely resolved in this system. [46] Instead, all �uorophores with positions inside the 7

pixel × 7 pixel (343 nm × 343 nm) area about the gold NR center position were designated

"on-NR". [47] Here, we compare the emission intensity from on-NR �uorophores (adsorbed

in the NR near �eld) to the emission intensity from o�-NR �uorophores, which are unaf-

fected by the presence of NRs. A pro�le of the �uorescence emission intensity along a line

cut across the center of the emission pattern of an o�-NR molecule (black dashed line in

Figure 2.4.4 C) is compared to the �uorescence pro�le of an on-NR molecule (red dashed

line in Figure 2.4.4 C) in Figure 2.4.4 D. Importantly, the emission intensity is increased in

these representative traces, demonstrating plasmon-enhanced �uorescence.

2.4.4 Plasmon-enhanced �uorescence of single Cy3.5 dye molecules.

For each spacer thickness, the NR sample was immersed in Cy3.5 solution (22 nM in water),

and the �uorescence intensities of each of ∼ 24,000 adsorbed Cy3.5 molecules were obtained

from a Gaussian �t to background-subtracted movie frames such as the image shown in Figure

2.4.4 C. [129] The resulting localizations were divided into on-NR and o�-NR populations

(Figure 2.4.4 A), and all the �ts from the two populations were binned by molecule brightness

(counts detected per 40-ms imaging frame). Figure 2.4.5 A shows the distribution of emission

brightnesses for Cy3.5 molecules adsorbing on top of a 14.2-nm silica spacer layer above the

NRs; here, there is a signi�cantly broader and brighter distribution for Cy3.5 molecules in the
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on-NR region (red) than in the o�-NR region (grey). With this separation layer, the average

brightness for Cy3.5 molecules on-NR is 195 counts and 131 counts for o�-NR molecules;

this ratio corresponds to a 1.5-fold average �uorescence enhancement, though several well-

positioned and highly enhanced Cy3.5 molecules show up to 12-fold enhancement.

Plasmon-enhanced �uorescence depends on the tradeo� between quenching and sponta-

neous decay rate enhancement. This coupling is therefore very sensitive to the �uorophore-

nanoparticle separation distance, which in our geometry is a function of the spacer layer

thickness. To evaluate the e�ect of spacer thickness on single-molecule plasmon-enhanced

�uorescence, the PAINT experiments described above were repeated for 11 di�erent spacer

thicknesses. The histograms for each of these geometries are presented in Figure 2.4.6. For

each sample, the average �uorescence enhancement was calculated as the ratio between the

mean �uorescence intensity on-NR and the mean �uorescence intensity o�-NR. These aver-

age �uorescence enhancements are plotted as a function of spacer thickness in Figure 2.4.5

B. Here, we observe a non-monotonic trend: the average �uorescence enhancement increases

from ∼ 1 (no enhancement) at the smallest spacer thickness to a maximum 1.5-fold average

enhancement at 14.2 nm spacer thickness (circled point in Figure 2.4.5 B) and then returns

to ∼ 1 at larger spacer thicknesses (the red line is a guide to the eye).

The average Cy3.5 �uorescence intensity is signi�cantly enhanced for 9.4 nm - 14.2 nm

spacer thicknesses; this region is highlighted with a beige stripe in Figure 2.4.5 B. We

never observe signi�cant quenching (i.e., average �uorescence enhancement � 1) because

the thinnest spacer layer used in this experiment is 4.8 nm (a CTAB bilayer about the

NR plus a PSS polyelectrolyte layer for immobilization). Still, the non-monotonic trend in

Figure 2.4.5 B demonstrates the tradeo� between non-radiative quenching and plasmonic

enhancement and indicates that a spacer layer thickness of ∼10 nm is ideal for increasing
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Figure 2.4.5: (A) Normalized distribution of single-molecule �uorescence intensities (counts
detected per 40-ms imaging frame) of Cy3.5 molecules adsorbing on top of a 14.2 nm spacer
layer (red: on-NR; grey: o�-NR). (B) Cy3.5 average �uorescence enhancement vs. spacer
layer thickness. Enhancement factor is de�ned as the ratio of the mean intensities of on-
NR molecules and the mean intensities of o�-NR molecules, calculated from histograms like
(A). Beige stripe: region of signi�cant average enhancement. Circled point: data derived
from the histogram in (a). Open diamonds: samples with silica spacer layers; squares:
samples with PE spacer layers. Red line: guide to the eye. (C) Normalized distribution of
single-molecule �uorescence intensities of mCherry molecules adsorbing on top of a 9.5 nm
spacer layer (red: on-NR; black: o�-NR). (D) mCherry average �uorescence enhancement
vs. spacer layer thickness. Enhancement factor is calculated as in (B). Beige stripe: region
of average signi�cant enhancement. Circled point: data derived from the histogram in (C).
Open diamonds: samples with silica spacer layers; squares: samples with PE spacer layers.
Red line: guide to the eye.
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Figure 2.4.6: Histograms (normalized by area) of �uorescence intensities (counts detected
per 40-ms imaging frame) for single Cy3.5 molecules adsorbing on top of all spacer layer
thicknesses above the NRs in a Cy3.5 PAINT experiment, in the order of the data points in
Figure 2.4.5 B. Red: on-NR; grey: o�-NR.
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Cy3.5 �uorescence emission in this geometry. Additionally, the spacer layers in the samples

in Figure 2.4.5 B contain either silica (open diamonds) or PE (squares); since the optical

properties of silica [131] and PE are quite similar (Figure 2.3.4), we don't expect to see dif-

ferent in�uence of the two materials, and indeed we observe that they form a pretty smooth

trend here even though the PE layers can only have certain discrete thicknesses. We note

that in these experiments, imperfect background subtraction of the NR photoluminescence

can produce noise that registers as single adsorbed molecules. These false data points are

consistently dimmer than the real on-NR or o�-NR molecules and lead to an underestima-

tion of the average �uorescence intensity on-NR. We therefore measure apparent average

�uorescence enhancements < 1 at large separation distances in Figures 2.4.5 B and 2.4.5 D.

2.4.5 Plasmon-enhanced �uorescence of single mCherry �uorescent

protein molecules.

To investigate the spacer thickness dependence of plasmon-enhanced �uorescence from single

intrinsically �uorescent proteins, we examined the �uorescence intensity from the red FP

mCherry on immobilized gold NR substrates immersed in an mCherry solution (7 nM in

PBS). For every spacer layer thickness, the �uorescence intensity (counts detected per 40-ms

imaging frame) of mCherry molecules adsorbing to the surface was recorded for ∼14,000

molecules, and the resulting distributions for on-NR and o�-NR molecules are shown in

Figure 2.4.5 C and Figure 2.4.7. The average �uorescence enhancement again observes

a non-monotonic trend with spacer layer thickness (Figure 2.4.5 D). The enhancements

increase with spacer layer thickness to a maximum at 9.5 nm and then decrease to ∼ 1

(no enhancement) at longer distances ≥ 16.5 nm. This region of signi�cant enhancement is
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highlighted with a beige stripe in Figure 2.4.5 D. For mCherry as for Cy3.5, the nature of

the spacer layer, i.e., silica (open diamonds) vs. PE (squares), does not a�ect the measured

�uorescence enhancement. Our optimal spacer layer thicknesses also correspond very well

with recently reported plasmon-enhanced �uorescence measurements for a bulk ensemble

experiment of infrared dye molecules on similar gold nanorods. Indeed, because on-NR in

our experiments accounts for the �uorescence emission from all molecules adsorbing over

the entire 343 nm × 343 nm conformal surface, our optimal spacer thickness of ∼10 nm is

consistent with the reported 17-nm optimal shell thickness in reference [134].

Interestingly, the mCherry �uorescence is signi�cantly enhanced even at the smallest (4.8

nm) spacer layers thickness whereas these thin spacer thicknesses led to no enhancement of

Cy3.5 �uorescence. This di�erence may be attributed to the fact that the 2-nm thick FP

beta barrel isolates the chromophore from its surroundings, [137] providing an additional

e�ective spacer thickness to prevent quenching. Also we expect the two �uorophores to have

the same distance dependence since the enhancement depends no local electromagnetic �eld,

not on the �uorophore properties, and indeed they peak at about the same distance, ∼ 10

nm. The subtle closer optimal distance for mCherry (compare Figures 2.4.5 B and 2.4.5

D) is consistent with the thickness of beta barrel. Furthermore, we observe a much larger

maximum average �uorescence enhancement for mCherry than for Cy3.5 (3.4-fold vs. 1.5-

fold). The smaller intrinsic radiative rate for the mCherry FP (0.15 ns−1) [138,139] relative

to Cy3.5 dyes (> 0.5 ns−1) may make mCherry more sensitive to spontaneous decay rate

enhancement in the near-�eld of the gold NR.
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Figure 2.4.7: Histograms (normalized by area) of �uorescence intensities (counts detected
per 40-ms imaging frame) for single mCherry molecules adsorbing on top of all spacer layer
thicknesses above the NRs in an mCherry PAINT experiment, in the order of the data points
in Figure 2.4.5 D. Red: on-NR; grey: o�-NR.
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2.4.6 Modeling a tradeo� between a local electric �eld intensity

enhancement and quantum e�ciency quenching reproduces

the experimental spacer layer thickness dependence.

Figure 2.4.5 shows experimentally that the �uorescence emission from both single organic

�uorophores and single �uorescent proteins can be enhanced in the simple geometry inves-

tigated (Figure 2.4.1), and that this enhancement is greatest at a spacer thickness of ∼ 10

nm. Of note, this spacer thickness is not the average �uorophore/NR separation distance;

rather, for every spacer thickness, our "on-NR" measurements include the emission intensi-

ties from dyes adsorbing over the entire 343 nm × 343 nm di�raction-limited region (Figure

2.4.8 B). We aggregate information from all possible �uorophore dipole orientations, as well

as from �uorophore-NR separation distances up to ∼ 150 nm. Thus, though a net average

enhancement is observed in Figure 2.4.5, the broad on-NR distributions in Figure 2.4.6 and

2.4.7 re�ect the fact that more distal �uorophores will maintain the �uorescence intensity of

the o�-NR case, while optimally positioned �uorophores will show maximal enhancement.

To understand the plasmon enhancement for such a distribution, we used electromagnetic

simulations that take the real experimental geometry into account. Here, we simulate the

appropriate geometry by approximating �uorescence enhancement with a simple model: the

plasmon-coupled �uorescence intensity is related to the product of the quantum e�ciency

modi�cation [118] and the electric �eld intensity enhancement.

The dark-�eld scattering spectrum of a single gold NR immobilized in PE on a glass mi-

croscope coverslip and immersed in water was predicted with FDTD simulations of the same

geometry; the experimental spectrum (red curve, Figure 2.4.8 A) matched the simulation

of an 85 nm × 50 nm cylindrical NR with hemispherical caps (blue curve, 2.4.8 A). More
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Figure 2.4.8: (A) Comparison of the experimental and calculated scattering spectra for a
single 85 nm × 50 nm gold NR immobilized in PE on a glass coverslip (red: experimental
dark-�eld scattering measurement; blue: FDTD simulation). (B) Representative geometry
(spacer thickness = 7 nm) over which the 3D electric �eld intensity calculation is sampled to
calculate the predicted �uorescence intensity enhancement for each spacer thickness. To be
consistent with the experimental on-NR area, the conformal surface includes a curved surface
(dark blue) and a �at surface (light blue) which extends to 343 nm × 343 nm. (C) Calculated
average electric �eld intensity, |E|2 (black), average quantum e�ciency modi�cation, η (red),
and total predicted �uorescence enhancement (green) on the conformal surface as a function
of spacer thickness.
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simulated UV-Vis spectra of NR solutions and scattering spectra are shown in Figure 2.4.9,

and these spectra all match the experimental data very well, con�rming the validity of this

simulation. Subsequently, a three-dimensional map of the enhanced electric �eld intensity,

|E(x, y, z, λ)|2, which is directly proportional to the spontaneous decay rate enhancement,

was calculated at the dye and FP emission maximum wavelength of λmax = 610 nm at all

dye positions (x, y, z) about this NR. The simulated average enhanced electric �eld intensity

on NR was determined by averaging the calculated �eld intensity over a conformal surface

spanning the 343 nm × 343 nm box; Figure 2.4.8 B shows the conformal surface for a 7-nm

spacer thickness. Each spacer thickness gives a di�erent conformal surface, and the resulting

average �eld intensity enhancement decays with increasing spacer thickness (black curve in

2.4.8 C).

Dye quenching near gold nanoparticles results in a decreased quantum yield: the ratio

of the quantum yield of the nanoparticle-coupled dye and the isolated dye is less than 1.

This relative quantum e�ciency modi�cation, η(x, y, z), was de�ned at the closest dye-

NR separation distance for each dye position, (x, y, z), from an analytical �t to published

non-radiative quenching data. [118] This η(x, y, z) was averaged over the conformal surface,

and because quenching is most severe at small separation distances, the relative quantum

e�ciency increased with increasing spacer thickness (red curve in 2.4.8 C).

The �uorescence enhancement occurs despite a tradeo� between spontaneous decay rate

enhancement and quantum e�ciency decrease, and our experimental average �uorescence

enhancement should therefore follow the same trend as the product of the enhanced elec-

tromagnetic �eld intensity and the quantum e�ciency decrease. This predicted dependence

of �uorescence enhancement on spacer thickness (green curve in Figure 2.4.8 C) follows the

same trend as the experimental measurements (Figures 2.4.5 B and 2.4.5 D): the calcu-
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Figure 2.4.9: (A) Experimentally measured UV-vis absorption spectrum of bulk gold NR
solution (red) and FDTD simulation of the extinction of a free 85 nm × 50 nm gold NR in
water (blue). (B-F) Red: Five representative experimental dark-�eld scattering spectra for
single gold NRs used in PAINT experiments. (G) Red: Average of 15 measured single-NR
dark-�eld scattering spectra. Blue curve in (B-G): FDTD simulation of an 85 nm × 50 nm
gold NR immobilized in polyelectrolyte (Figure 2.3.3).
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lated total �uorescence enhancement curve is maximal at 9.1 nm and the experimental and

computational curves have similar shapes, thus validating our understanding of the tradeo�

between enhancement and quenching.

2.5 Conclusions and future directions

We have investigated the distance dependence of �uorescence emission from both organic dyes

and �uorescent proteins at the single-molecule level. We �nd that both types of �uorophores

can be enhanced by interactions with single colloidal gold NRs prepared in a simple geometry.

The enhancement is improved upon the introduction of thin spacer layers to prevent non-

radiative quenching at small separation distances. Both Cy3.5 and mCherry are maximally

enhanced for spacer thicknesses of 10 nm, and the enhancement is observed for sputtered

silica spacer layers, as well as for spin-cast alternating polyelectrolyte layers. We observe a

larger maximum enhanced �uorescence for mCherry than for Cy3.5, which is attributed to

the smaller intrinsic radiative rate of mCherry. Our observations are consistent with a model

that considers �uorescence enhancement to be a tradeo� between spontaneous decay rate

enhancement from the enhanced electric �eld about the NR (predicted by FDTD simulations)

and the quenching that was previously calculated by Anger et al. [118]

Super-resolution images can be obtained based on single-molecule �uorescence, [140,141]

with important consequences for biological imaging. However, the single-molecule imaging

resolution depends on the brightness and photostability of the �uorescent probes, and the

most widely used �uorescent labels in biological imaging are �uorescent proteins, which have

particularly low quantum yields and photostabilities. [142] Plasmon-enhanced �uorescence

therefore holds great promise for improved super-resolution imaging. Here, we have used
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single-molecule detection to study this improvement in the same single-molecule microscope

for which the system is intended. We observe enhancement of conventional labels in a simple

experimental design that involves a geometry that can readily be extended to imaging single

�uorophores in the membranes of live cells. [117] However, the large distance distribution ex-

isting in this PAINT experimental design does not truthfully re�ect the distance-dependence.

This problem will be further studied in the following Chapter 3. One other issue that will

require further study is that, due to the presence of nanostructure, the apparent �uores-

cence emission position of a single dye molecule may get shifted toward the metal, which

contributes a new term to the super-resolution uncertainty. This point has recently been

addressed by several groups [46,100], including Chapter 4 of this Thesis and will eventually

resolve this mislocalization issue. At that time, these in vitro structures can be readily ex-

tended to cellular imaging experiments in which the spacer layer would be replaced by the

cellular envelope; this experiment is therefore a �rst step toward plasmon-enhanced imaging

in living cells. Thus, by improving the photon yield of single-molecule emitters without

sacri�cing the bio-compatible and non-invasive nature of far-�eld optical microscopy, the

resolution and sensitivity of single-molecule biological imaging can be improved.
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CHAPTER III

Plasmon-enhanced �uorescent proteins coupled to gold

NP with precise distance control

3.1 Abstract

Fluorescent proteins (FPs) are arguably the most important and unique �uorescent probes

in biological �uorescence imaging. The special advantage of FPs is that they can be geneti-

cally encoded to the target protein. As a result, the labeling procedure is very quantitative:

each target is bound to a single label. Furthermore, there are no free labeling probes in

the systems, and thus background is tremendously decreased. Finally, FPs don't usually

contain any toxic element and introduce minimal perturbations to living cells. However,

compared to organic dye molecules, FPs usually have lower quantum yield and are gener-

ally dimmer. Recently, plasmon-enhanced �uorescence has been applied to single-molecule

super-resolution imaging. This approach shows great potential for plasmonic substrates to

increase the average probe intensity by at least 2-fold. Here, we further explore this distance-

dependent phenomenon with a focus on photoactivatable FPs. FPs are carefully placed near

gold nanoparticles (NPs) with nanometer-scale silica shell spacers. Two di�erent FPs�the
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red PAmCherry and the green PAGFP�are coupled to the NPs, separated by di�erent

spacer layers so that the distance dependence and spectral properties are accessible for in-

vestigation. This study provides an approach to understanding the plasmon enhancement

of FPs in a system that allows precise control of the separation distance between plasmonic

NPs and FPs without large heterogeneity. Overall, by looking at �uorescence from single

molecules one at a time, it is found that, di�erent from the previous result that no enhance-

ment observed with a 20 nm spacer layer, [48] here 20 nm silica shell (corresponds to a

uniform 20 nm distance separation) actually gives a 2-fold enhancement, which was hidden

by large distance distribution before. Larger distance (i.e. 80 nm) shows no enhancement as

expected due to weak plasmonic coupling.

3.2 Introduction and motivation

To solve mysteries about how living organisms function, scientists are always looking for

appropriate probes to image proteins in cells. Among all the probes, �uorescent proteins

(FPs) have received continuous interest since the discovery of green �uorescent protein (GFP)

in the 1960s, and numerous FPs of di�erent emission wavelengths, quantum e�ciencies or

other optical properties have been developed since. [58] FPs are very important labeling

tools since they can be genetically fused to target proteins and exert minimal perturbation

to the targets. Recently, cellular imaging based on FPs has been taken to the next level by

single-molecule super-resolution �uorescence imaging. In contrast to traditional microscopy,

which is generally limited to hundreds of nanometers by the wave nature of light, single-

molecule super-resolution imaging achieves a much improved spatial resolution (down to tens

of nanometers). [25] Imaging FPs with this resolution is very useful for understanding sub-
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cellular structures and protein dynamics in cells. When imaging single �uorescent molecules,

the resolution improves with the label brightness and stability. Theoretically, the resolution

is inversely proportional to the total number of collected photons in each imaging frame.

[25] Therefore a brighter probe, which emits more photons, will provide better resolution.

Unfortunately, FPs are at a disadvantage in this regard: their low quantum yields make them

less bright than organic dyes or quantum dots, and their short photobleaching lifetimes mean

that they turn o� relatively fast during imaging. [142] These drawbacks limit the application

of FPs in single-molecule �uorescence imaging by decreasing the resolution and the track

lengths that can be observed in biological processes.

Noble metal nanoparticles (e.g., silver, gold and platinum) support resonant electron

oscillations, termed localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs), upon excitation at the

wavelength matching the natural frequency of the nanoparticle. [67] This interaction gener-

ates a signi�cantly enhanced electromagnetic (EM) �eld closely localized to the nanoparticle

surface. Due to this increased EM �eld, plasmonic nanoparticles have a long history of being

used in enhanced spectroscopies, including surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS)

and enhanced �uorescence. If the excitation and/or emission spectra of a �uorescent molecule

in the enhanced plasmonic �eld overlaps with the LSPR frequency, resonant coupling is ex-

pected to happen between the molecule and the metal nanoparticle. [133] This coupling

will lead to an increased spontaneous decay rate, for both radiative (�uorescence) and non-

radiative decay processes. When the right balance is achieved, the �uorescence intensity is

increased due to faster radiative decay rate, and the molecule photostability is enhanced as

well since the electrons spend less time in the excited state, and thus �uorescence is less

likely to be quenched after going through inter-system crossing (Figure 3.2.1). Furthermore,

this e�ect is most signi�cant for lower quantum yield �uorophores like most �uorescent pro-
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Figure 3.2.1: Jablonski diagram of an excited �uorescent molecule. Due to plasmon-enhanced
decay rates, the excited electrons spend less time in S1 therefore ISC and further quenching
is less likely to happen, i.e. the photo stability of the molecule is increased.

teins. Gold nanoparticles, which have LSPR frequencies in the visible range and which are

non-toxic to living organisms, are a good candidate for plasmon-enhancing FPs.

However, the interactions between nanoparticles and �uorophores are complex because

both radiative and non-radiative decay pathways are a�ected by the enhanced EM �eld,

and this �eld intensity varies with position. When the �uorophore is located too close to

the nanoparticle surface or touches it, non-radiative electron decay dominates, which leads

to a quenching e�ect that outweighs enhancement. Indeed, many groups have reported dye

quenching by metal nanoparticles. [48, 114, 123] On the other hand, we and others have

observed plasmon-enhanced �uorescence for single �uorescent dyes and FPs molecules in

di�erent geometries. [47, 134] The balance between the two competing processes of radia-

tive and non-radiative enhancement determines the overall brightness and stability of the

�uorophore in the presence of a plasmonic nano-antenna, and this balance is sensitively

distance-dependent. To best utilize this plasmonic �uorescence enhancement, the distance-

dependence needs to be studied in further detail for both mechanistic understanding and
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practical application. The interactions of FPs with nano-antennas are particularly poorly

understood. Furthermore, studies on the single molecule level are essential for revealing the

heterogeneity hidden under the ensemble average. Therefore, this Chapter seeks to enhance

FP �uorescence based on close coupling to noble metal nanoparticles, and to understand

the distance-dependence of this enhancement e�ect free from heterogeneous average using

single-molecule imaging and symmetric single-particle assemblies.

Here, we construct an assembly consisting of FPs separated from a gold NP via a �nely

tuned silica shell spacer layer for nanometer-scale distance control. The homogeneous NP-FP

separation distance truthfully re�ects the distance-dependent plasmon-enhancement e�ect.

Red photoactivatable FP, PAmCherry, is observed to be enhanced 2-fold when coupled to

gold NPs with a 20 nm spacer. This result di�ers from our previous study, where no en-

hancement was observed for FPs adsorbing to the surface about a gold nanorod coated by

a 20 nm polymer spacer. This discrepancy is explained by the fact that the current study

has a more precise distance control therefore is not the average of a large distance distribu-

tion; moreover, it contains information from every single molecules and reveals the intrinsic

heterogeneity of FPs. Furthermore, from the single molecule information, we can clearly see

that some population of molecules are actually enhanced up to 100-fold, which is consistent

with the theoretical limit. This study bridges the gap between 1) our previous measurements,

where �uorophores were allowed to adsorb and de-adsorb on a spacer coated nano-antenna

therefore there was large distribution of separation distance; [48] and 2) other papers that

showed enormous enhancement for one optimally placed emitter. [94]
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3.3 Methods and Results

3.3.1 Synthesis of silica-coated gold NP

Synthesis of gold nanoparticle and the coating of silica shell was carried out through col-

laboration with Dr. Catherine Murphy's lab. Synthesis of gold NP and silica coating were

modi�ed from previously published work. [143,144]

3.3.2 Cloning of streptavidin-PAmCherry/PAGFP fusion

Streptavidin plasmid was purchased from Addgene (pET21a-Streptavidin-Alive was a gift

from Alice Ting, Addgene plasmid# 20860). [145] The plasmid was extracted from cells and

linearized and ampli�ed by PCR (Table 3.1 primers 1 and 2). In the meantime, PAmCherry

sequence [146] was ampli�ed through PCR as well (Table 3.1 primers 3 and 4 ) to obtain

complimentary overhang with the streptavidin plasmid PCR product. The two parts were

combined together by Gibson assembly (Figure 3.3.1 Step1). [147] The assembly product

transformed into competent E. coli cells through electroporation.

Transformed cells were incubated for 1 hr to recover full viability before selected on

Agar/LB/Ampicillin plate overnight (Figure 3.3.1 Step 2). After selection, the recombinant

colonies were veri�ed by sequencing. First the plasmid DNA was isolated from the overnight

culture and then Sanger sequencing was used to con�rm the correct orientation of the inserted

PAmCherry gene (Figure 3.3.1 Step 3).

Similarly, streptavidin-PAGFP was also constructed from the Gibson assembly approach

(Table 3.1 primer 5 and 6). PAGFP plasmid was purchased from Addgene (pRSETA-PAGFP

was a gift from Jennifer Lippincott-Schwartz, Addgene plasmid # 11911). [148]
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Figure 3.3.1: Step 1: The streptavidin plasmid and the PAmCherry sequence were linearized
and ampli�ed by PCR. Step 2: The PCR products from the two sequence were assembled
by Gibson assembly and transformed into competent E. coli cells by electroporation. Step 3:
The correctly assembled plasmid was selected through sequencing, and cells were harvested
for puri�cation. Step 4: The PAmCherry-streptavidin fusion protein was extracted and
puri�ed from cell cultures by Ni-NTA chromatography through His-tag a�nity.
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Primer
number

Sequence

1 GCT GAA GCT GGT ATC ACC
2 ATG TAT ATC TCC TTC TTA AAG TTA AAC

3
TTT AAG AAG GAG ATA TAC ATA TGG TGA GCA
AGG GCG AG

4
TGA TAC CAG CTT CAG CCT TGT ACA GCT CGT
CCA TGC

5
TTT AAG AAG GAG ATA TAC ATA TGG TGA GCA
AGG GCG AG

6
CCG GTG ATA CCA GCT TCA GCC TTG TAC AGC
TCG TCC ATG C

Table 3.1: Summary of all the primers used for cloning. Primers 1 and 2: forward and reverse
primers for streptavidin PCR; primers 3 and 4: forward and reverse primers for PAmCherry
PCR; primers 5 and 6: forward and reverse primers for PAGFP PCR.

3.3.3 Expression and puri�cation of streptavidin-PAmCherry/PAGFP

fusion protein

The fusion protein streptavidin-PAmCherry was expressed and puri�ed from E. coli bac-

terial cells. E. coli cells containing recombinant streptavidin-PAmCherry plasmid was �rst

grown overnight. 1 mL overnight culture was then diluted into 100 mL fresh LB with

Ampicillin at 37◦C with shaking. The culture was induced with 0.1 mM IPTG (Isopropyl

β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside) at OD600 of 0.5 - 0.7 and was grown for another 2 hours before

harvested. Pre- and post-induction cell samples were boiled at 95◦C for 5 min and char-

acterized by PAGE (polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis) to con�rm the success of induction

(Figure 3.3.2). We observed a new dominant band at 40 kDa after IPTG induction, which

was consistent with the size of the recombinant protein (PAmCherry: 26 kDa; monomeric

streptavidin: 14 kDa). This band indicated that the recombinant protein was successfully

constructed and over-expressed in E. coli bacterial cells.
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Figure 3.3.2: PAGE analysis of E. coli cells containing streptavidin-PAmCherry before (lane
1) and after IPTG induction (lane 2). The same amount of cells were loaded in each lane
based on OD600.

100 mL of induced cells were harvested and spin down at 5000 rpm for 10 min. Cell

lysis was done in B-PER (Bacterial Protein Extraction Reagent, ThermoFisher Scienti�c)

with 10µg/mL DNaseI, 0.1mg/mL lysozyme and 1 mM PMSF at room temperature for 15

min. The lysate was centrifuged at 15000 g for 5 min, and the supernatant was separated for

further puri�cation. The over-expressed proteins were likely to form inclusion bodies and go

into insoluble precipitates, [149] but nevertheless, some portion of the protein was still found

in the supernatant. For ∼ 5 mL lysate supernatant, 1 mL Ni-NTA a�nity matrix (Ni-NTA

Agarose, QIAGEN) was loaded to a column for gravity-�ow chromatography. The column

was �rst equilibrated with 0.5 mL lysis bu�er (50 mM NaH2PO4, 300 mM NaCl, 10 mM

imidazole) three times, then the protein supernatant was applied to the column; the column
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Figure 3.3.3: (A) UV absorption spectra of eluted streptavidin-PAmCherry fusion protein
from Ni-NTA column. From top to bottom: elution fractions No. 3, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 1, 9.
(B) Absorption spectrum of dialyzed protein from combined eluted fractions No. 2 - 8.

was washed with 0.5 mL washing bu�er (50 mM NaH2PO4, 300 mM NaCl, 30 mM imidazole)

multiple times until all the non-speci�c proteins were washed out (monitored by A280) of the

column, and the fusion protein was then eluted with elution bu�er (50 mM NaH2PO4, 300

mM NaCl, 250 mM imidazole) into 0.2 mL fractions. UV absorption (NanoDrop 2000 UV-vis

Spectrophotometer, Thermo Scienti�c, Figure 3.3.3A) showed that the eluted protein started

to appear in the second elution fraction, which indicated the protein was indeed speci�cally

bound to the column due to His-tag a�nity. PAGE analysis of some of the washing fractions

and the elution fractions showed that the eluted protein was pure and had the expected size

of 40 kDa (Figure 3.3.4).

Elution fractions No. 2 to No. 8 were combined and dialyzed against 900 mL PBS at

4◦C overnight. The absorption spectrum of the dialyzed protein was also measured (Figure

3.3.3B). The single peak at 280 nm indicates the purity of the �nal protein product. The

photoactivity of the puri�ed fusion protein were also shown to remain intact by �uorescence
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Figure 3.3.4: PAGE analysis of washed and eluted streptavidin-PAmCherry fusion protein
fractions. Lanes 1 - 2: 5th and 6th fractions that washed o� non-speci�c bound proteins;
lanes 3 - 11: eluted fractions of fusion protein No. 1 - 9. The dominant band represents the
eluted fusion protein band.

imaging on the microscope. Furthermore, to make sure that the fusion protein still kept

the ability to bind biotin molecules with high a�nity, gel electrophoresis was performed as

follows: 2 µL 50 µMDNA strands (5'- CG TTA AAG GTA TGC AGG TAT CGC GGC ATG

ATA GCC GTG TAC TTT CAG TCA GTG CCA TGT ACT AGC GAT GGC AAG -3')

with or without a biotin molecule modi�ed at the 5' end were mixed with 8 µL streptavidin-

PAmCherry fusion protein and incubated at room temperature for 15 min for complete

conjugation. The two mixtures were then applied to a 1% agarose gel for electrophoresis. As

illustrated in Figure 3.3.5A, if the protein can indeed bind biotin molecules, the biotinylated

DNA will be slowed down by the conjugated protein and appear at a higher position; as a

reference, DNA without biotin modi�cation will run faster and appear at a lower position.

The experimental data (Figure 3.3.5B) con�rmed that the fusion protein can bind biotin:

we observed a slow, broad new band (in lane 1) which corresponded to a conjugation of the
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Figure 3.3.5: (A) Illustration of the mechanism for testing the biotin a�nity for the
streptavidin-PAmCherry fusion protein. (B) Experimental demonstration of the biotin a�n-
ity for the streptavidin-PAmCherry fusion protein. Lane 1: fusion protein + biotinylated
DNA; lane 2: fusion protein + DNA without biotin modi�cation.

fusion protein and the DNA (compared to the compact, faster band in lane 2, where the DNA

doesn't have a biotin molecule modi�ed at the end). Overall, the streptavidin-PAmCherry

fusion protein proved to be functional for biotin binding as well as �uorescence imaging.

For streptavidin-PAGFP, similar cloning and puri�cation processes were performed. How-

ever, it was found that the fusion protein was poorly expressed in E. coli compared with

streptavidin-PAmCherry (Figure 3.3.6 lanes 1 and 2). No new dominant band was seen after

IPTG induction. It is known that a species has preference for coding one certain amino acid

when there is codon degeneracy. Therefore, for the same protein, the synthesis e�ciencies
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Name Sequence

codon-
optimized
PAGFP

ATG GTT TCT AAA GGT GAA GAA CTG TTC ACC GGT
GTT GTT CCG ATC CTG GTT GAA CTG GAC GGT GAC
GTT AAC GGT CAC AAA TTC TCT GTT TCT GGT GAA
GGT GAA GGT GAC GCT ACC TAC GGT AAA CTG ACC
CTG AAA TTC ATC TGC ACC ACC GGT AAA CTG CCG
GTT CCG TGG CCG ACC CTG GTT ACC ACC TTC TCT
TAC GGT GTT CAG TGC TTC TCT CGT TAC CCG GAC
CAC ATG AAA CAG CAC GAC TTC TTC AAA TCT GCT
ATG CCG GAA GGT TAC GTT CAG GAA CGT ACC ATC
TTC TTC AAA GAC GAC GGT AAC TAC AAA ACC CGT
GCT GAA GTT AAA TTC GAA GGT GAC ACC CTG GTT
AAC CGT ATC GAA CTG AAA GGT ATC GAC TTC AAA
GAA GAC GGT AAC ATC CTG GGT CAC AAA CTG GAA
TAC AAC TAC AAC TCT CAC AAC GTT TAC ATC ATG GCT
GAC AAA CAG AAA AAC GGT ATC AAA GCT AAC TTC
AAA ATC CGT CAC AAC ATC GAA GAC GGT TCT GTT
CAG CTG GCT GAC CAC TAC CAG CAG AAC ACC CCG
ATC GGT GAC GGT CCG GTT CTG CTG CCG GAC AAC
CAC TAC CTG TCT CAC CAG TCT AAA CTG TCT AAA
GAC CCG AAC GAA AAA CGT GAC CAC ATG GTT CTG
CTG GAA TTC GTT ACC GCT GCT GGT ATC ACC CTG
GGT ATG GAC GAA CTG TAC AAA

Table 3.2: Sequence of codon-optimized PAGFP.

will di�er signi�cantly with di�erent sequences. For this reason, a codon-optimized PAGFP

was designed (https://www.idtdna.com/CodonOpt) with the hope of increasing the expres-

sion e�ciency of the protein in E. coli (sequence listed in Table 3.2). The same cloning

and expression procedures were carried out for this optimized sequence. Interestingly, the

expression level of the streptavidin-optimized-PAGFP fusion protein (Figure 3.3.6 lanes 3

and 4) was indeed signi�cantly increased�a strong band at ∼ 40 kDa, corresponding to the

fusion size, was observed after induction. Therefore, this fusion will be puri�ed in the future

for further imaging experiments.
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Figure 3.3.6: PAGE analysis for con�rmation of the expression of streptavidin-PAGFP fusion
protein and streptavidin-codon-optimized-PAGFP fusion protein. E. coli cells containing:
streptavidin-PAGFP plasmid before (lane 1) and after (lane 2) induction; streptavidin-codon-
optimized-PAGFP before (lane 3) and after (lane 4) induction.

3.3.4 Gold NP/FP assembly construction and characterization

Silane-PEG-biotin (600 Da, Figure 3.3.7, Nanocs Inc.) was dissolved in 95% ethanol at

50mg/mL. 200 µL silica coated gold NP (20 pM) was centrifuged at 10000 rpm for 20 min

and the pellet was mixed with 50 µL silane-PEG-biotin solution.

The mixture was shaken at 200 rpm on an orbital shaker at room temperature for 3 hours

to allow full conjugation. The mixture was then centrifuged at 10000 rpm for 20 min and

washed with water twice. UV-vis absorption measurement before (Figure 3.3.8 blue line)

and after silane-PEG-biotin modi�cation (Figure 3.3.8 orange line) showed that the modi�ed

NPs were still well dispersed in solution and the plasmonic resonance frequency remained
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unchanged.

To link FPs to the modi�ed NPs, the puri�ed streptavidin-PAmCherry protein was mixed

with the gold NPs and allowed to incubate at room temperature for 15 min. The product

was centrifuged at 10000 rpm for 20 min, and free proteins in the supernatant were separated

from the particle pellet. UV-vis absorption spectrum of the redispersed sample (Figure 3.3.8

yellow line) con�rmed the good dispersity of the �nal product (no aggregation).

3.3.5 PALM single-molecule super-resolution imaging on single par-

ticle assembly

Gold NP/FP assemblies were immobilized on Ar-plasma cleaned coverslip (PE-50, Plasma

Etch, Inc.) by drop casting. [48] 10 µL of sample was drop cast on the coverslip for 15

min before rinsing with water and blow drying with nitrogen. The sample was �rst im-

aged in dark-�eld mode: a broadband halogen white light source excited the sample from

above through a dark-�eld condenser, and scattered light was collected in an Olympus IX71

inverted microscope equipped with a dark-�eld oil-immersion objective (NA = 0.6). The

di�raction-limited image of a single NP assembly was aligned to the entrance slit of an imag-

Figure 3.3.7: Molecular structure of silane-PEG-biotin used for gold NP/FP conjugation.
Source: Nanocs Inc.
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Figure 3.3.8: UV-vis absorption spectra of silica-coated gold NP (blue line), silane-PEG-
biotin modi�ed silica-coated gold NP (orange line) and fusion protein conjugated gold NP
(yellow line).

ing spectrograph (Acton 2300, Princeton Instruments), and spectral data were collected on

an electron-multiplying charge-coupled device (EMCCD, 2 s integration time; Andor iXon).

Background spectra collected from nearby positions with no NP assembly on the spectro-

graph entrance slit were subtracted from measured spectra, and all data were divided by

the broadband spectrum of the halogen light source and any additional neutral density �l-

ters to correct for the system spectral e�ciency. In dark-�eld view (Figure 3.3.9A), it was

found that about half of the particles observed displayed the greenish color characteristic of

a single spherical gold NP (Figure 3.3.9B). Correlated scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

images proved that those green particles were indeed single gold NPs (Figure 3.3.10A and

B), while the yellow or orange particles were aggregates (Figure 3.3.10C and D). Therefore,

all the �uorescence imaging was performed on the single NP assemblies, which were easily

distinguished by color in dark-�eld.
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Figure 3.3.9: (A) Eye-piece view of dark-�eld scattering of streptavidin-PAmCherry conju-
gated gold NPs. The green dots correspond to single NP assemblies. Scale bar: 40 µm (B)
Dark-�eld scattering spectrum of a protein-conjugated single gold NP. (C) Time trace of the
average pixel intensity over 11 × 11 pixels around the di�raction-limited position of a gold
NP/FP assembly.

Single-molecule movies were analyzed by a home-written Matlab code SMALL-LABS.

Brie�y, the constant �uorescence background from gold NP itself was accurately subtracted

pixel-by-pixel based on identi�cation of �uorescence on and o� frames, and only the �uores-

cence from FPs was counted and �tted to a 2D Gaussian to extract position and intensity in-

formation (Figure 3.3.9C). To quantify the �uorescence enhancement from plasmon-coupling,

non-coupled FPs were also analyzed using the same algorithm. Speci�cally, streptavidin-

PAmCherry solution was directly drop cast on coverslip and activated so that sparse single

molecules were excited and imaged.
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Figure 3.3.10: Dark-�eld scattering spectra of gold NP/FP assemblies with di�erent color
in dark-�eld and the correlated SEM image. (A) and (B): green particles are indeed single
spherical gold NPs of the expected size. (C) and (D): orange/yellow particles in dark-�eld,
which are easily distinguishable, are con�rmed to be aggregates. Scale bar: 100 nm.

Preliminary results are shown in Figure 3.3.11. Firstly, it is important to note that by us-

ing single-molecule imaging, we can actually map out the distributions of molecule intensities

or any other investigated properties. FP molecules even without coupling showed an intrinsic

heterogeneity in �uorescence intensity with a �nite width in the histogram (Figure 3.3.11,

pink histogram). This information was not accessible from the ensemble average through

bulk experiment and demonstrated the power of single-molecule technique. When coupled

to gold NPs with a 20 nm silica shell spacer, the intensity distribution was clearly shifted to
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Figure 3.3.11: Distributions of the intensity of single PAmCherry protein molecules coupled
to gold NPs with 20 nm silica shell spacer (blue), 80 nm silica shell spacer (yellow) and not
coupled (pink).

increased brightness. The average of all the molecules in the two histograms was increased ∼

2-fold after coupling to the NPs. Secondly, it is particularly interesting to note that the entire

distribution shifts as a whole without changing the overall shape of the distribution (Figure

3.3.11, blue histogram), with only the width of the distribution slightly broadened. These

di�erences seem to indicate that all the molecules investigated here were actually equally

enhanced by the plasmonic nano-antenna, which is consistent with the fact that all protein

molecules were located at the same distance away from the nano-antenna. Furthermore,

when the spacer thickness increases to 80 nm, well past the plasmon-enhancement regime,

the molecule �uorescence intensity went back to no enhancement (Figure 3.3.11, yellow his-

togram). Compared with our previous study [48] and other previous ensemble work [150],
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where there was substantial broadening attributed to a distribution of distances and en-

hancement was evidenced only through the long tail in the histogram, this study shows the

advantage of a symmetric geometry, where the distance was very precisely controlled and

homogeneous and no uncoupled component was observed.

3.4 Conclusions and ongoing work

This Chapter presents work on studying the plasmon-enhanced �uorescence of photoactivat-

able �uorescent proteins (FPs). FPs are important labeling probes for biological imaging

because they are genetically encodable. Yet, their dimmer intensity and photo stability

signi�cantly limit the achievable single-molecule imaging resolution. Coupling to plasmonic

nano-antennas is an easy, economical and e�cient way to enhance �uorescence of FPs [47,48]

and it is important to better understand this interaction. In this Chapter, a gold NP/FP

assembly was constructed to investigate the in�uence of distance for FPs �uorescence en-

hancement. The preliminary data has shown that PAmCherry can be robustly enhanced

2-fold coupled to a gold NP with 20 nm separation distance while too large distance, like 80

nm, does not have any enhancing e�ect. It will be interesting to compare these results for

PAmCherry with other �uorescent proteins. For example, PAGFP is another interesting tar-

get for enhancement since in our lab, we found that PAGFP seems dimmer than PAmCherry

and an enhanced-PAGFP would be very valuable for two color imaging.
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CHAPTER IV

Emission mislocalization in dye-gold NP coupled system

The work presented in this Chapter was submitted for publication as:

Bing Fu, Benjamin P. Isaaco�, Julie S. Biteen*, "Super-Resolving the Actual Position of

Single Fluorescent Molecules Coupled to a Plasmonic Nano-Antenna"

As co-authors, BPI conducted the Finite Di�erence Time Domain simulations for the �uo-

rescence emission of a dye molecule coupled to a nano-antenna. All authors participated in

the discussion and revision of the manuscript.

4.1 Abstract

Plasmonic nanoparticles (NPs) enhance the radiative decay rate of adjacent dyes and can

signi�cantly increase �uorescence intensity for improved spectroscopy. However, the NP is

a nano-antenna that complicates super-resolution imaging by introducing a mislocalization

between the actual position of the emitter and its super-resolved apparent emission posi-

tion. The mislocalization magnitude depends strongly on the dye-NP coupling geometry.

It is therefore crucial to quantify mislocalization to recover the actual emitter position in a
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coupled system. Here, we super-resolve in two and three dimensions the distance-dependent

emission mislocalization of single �uorescent molecules coupled to gold NPs with precise

distance tuning via double-stranded DNA. We develop an analytical framework to uncover

detailed spatial information when direct 3D imaging is not accessible. We measure up to

50 nm emission mislocalizations and show that smaller separation distances lead to stronger

mislocalizations, also veri�ed by electromagnetic calculations. Overall, by quantifying the

distance-dependent mislocalization shift in gold NP/dye coupled systems for the �rst time,

we show that it is possible to recover the actual physical position of a strongly coupled single

emitter.

4.2 Introduction and motivation

Single-molecule super-resolution �uorescence imaging improves on traditional light microscopy

by localizing emission below the di�raction limit and revealing information previously hid-

den by lower resolution and heterogeneity. [12, 14, 18] Due to high signal to noise ratios,

good biocompatibility, and minimal perturbations to the system, it has been extensively

applied in biological studies to map nanoscale structures [151] and reveal subcellular dynam-

ics. [34,42] Furthermore, super-resolution �uorescence imaging has contributed signi�cantly

to nanophotonics by enabling direct measurements of near-�eld light-matter interactions in

a far-�eld microscope. [46] Upon resonant excitation, the local electromagnetic �eld near the

plasmonic nanoparticle (NP) surface is enhanced due to the local surface plasmon resonance

(LSPR). [67] Plasmonic nanomaterials can be used in the near �eld to engineer optical prop-

erties such as the electronic decay rates of proximal dyes. Depending on the nanostructures

and �uorophores, signi�cant enhancements up to tens of thousands-fold [94] or, conversely,
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quenching at short separation distances, are observed, and the distance- and wavelength-

dependence has been studied. [48, 118, 134] Plasmonic enhancement is particularly useful in

ultra-sensitive detection [152] and enhanced solar cell light harvesting, [153] and has recently

shown promise for enhanced-resolution single-molecule cellular imaging. [80,101]

However, though �uorescence enhancement has been well characterized experimentally

and with electromagnetic calculations, a critical gap remains in our understanding of the dye-

NP coupling: because of the increased local density of optical states, far-�eld microscopy

detects an apparent �uorescence emission position that deviates signi�cantly from the actual

molecule position. Furthermore, though �uorescence enhancement occurs only over distances

of ∼10 - 20 nm, this "emission mislocalization" phenomenon has been detected for molecules

much farther away from the NP [46, 100] and for a wide variety of nano-antennas. [46, 49,

100, 154] Therefore, despite the �uorescence enhancement, mislocalization obfuscates the

location of a plasmon-coupled �uorescent molecule and has prevented accurate plasmon-

enhanced single-molecule super-resolution imaging.

Thus, as the super-resolution imaging community strives for brighter metal-enhanced

probes, this newly recognized problem of mislocalization is of great concern. [97�99] For

instance, dye molecule emission is strongly coupled into plasmonic nano-antennas, even at a

separation distances up to 90 nm. [46,49,98] Because experimental NP-�uorophore separation

distances have been broadly distributed due to randomly positioned dyes or asymmetric

nanostructures, [46, 49, 98�100] no previous study was able to quantify this mislocalization

e�ect in the tens of nanometers regime relevant to plasmonic enhancement. This article

provides, to our knowledge, the �rst quantitative map of mislocalization information, which

enables us to recover the actual emitter position from the plasmon-coupled system.

Here, we understand the emission mislocalization from plasmon-coupled dye molecules by
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constructing perfectly symmetric assemblies of spherical gold NPs conjugated with ATTO532

dyes through rigid, tunable double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) spacers. The apparent emission

positions of all dye molecules are super-resolved by dSTORM (direct Stochastic Optical

Reconstruction Microscopy). [15, 16, 155, 156] In this system, we correlate these apparent

emission positions with the actual known dye positions to reveal the amount of localiza-

tion distortion. Firstly, 3D super-resolution imaging reveals qualitative mislocalization in

larger symmetric nanoassemblies. Then 2D imaging characterizes smaller nanoassemblies

with stronger radiative LSPR modes, and we use statistical simulations to uncover informa-

tion that is obscured by 2D projections. Overall, in our measurements of dyes coupled to

an 80 nm gold NP, we observe 46 nm mislocalizations for 33 nm spacers, and at least 30 nm

mislocalizations for 23 nm spacers. Electromagnetic calculations reproduce the mislocaliza-

tion e�ect, but predict an even more obvious distance dependence. Also, calculations reveal

properties which are not distinguishable in experiments: emission mislocalization changes

as a function of the dye dipole orientation and axial position. Overall, this article provides

experimental and computational measurements of the distance-dependent emission mislo-

calization of single dye molecules near nano-antennas to enable applications of accurate

plasmon-enhanced single-molecule imaging.

4.3 Experimental methods

4.3.1 NP Assembly Samples.

The protocol was slightly modi�ed from previously published methods. [157,158] First, thi-

olated single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) was mixed with complementary ATTO532 labeled
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ssDNA and hybridized at 95◦C for 2 min followed by 1 hour incubation at room temper-

ature. [157] Then 0.1 M dithiothreitol (DTT) (�nal concentration) and 0.2 M phosphate

bu�er (pH = 8.0) were combined with the dsDNA to reduce the disul�de group. [159] An

Illustra NAP column (GE Healthcare Life Sciences) was used to clean up the reduced dsDNA

sample. 200 nm and 80 nm gold NPs (nominal sizes, BBI Solutions) were immediately mixed

with an excess of dsDNA and the mixture was incubated > 16 hours while gently shaking

(at 60 Hz) to ensure high-yield conjugation. [160] The sodium chloride concentration in the

bu�er was then gradually brought up to 0.5 M to increase the loading yield of dsDNA on

the NPs, and the sample was incubated overnight at room temperature while gently shak-

ing. [158,160] Finally, we centrifuged the conjugated particles at 10,000 rpm for 20 min three

times to remove unconjugated DNA, and the �nal pellet was dispersed in deionized water

for future imaging.

For imaging immobilized NP/ATTO532 assemblies on a microscope coverslip, NPs mod-

i�ed as described above were diluted 10-fold and 10 µL of the dilute suspension was dropped

cast on a Ar plasma-cleaned (200 mTorr, 15 min, PE-50, Plasma Etch Inc.) coverslip. The

NP suspension was allowed to sit on the surface about 15 min before rinsing and air drying.

To measure the NP assemblies sizes using dynamic light scattering (DLS), gold NP sam-

ples were diluted to about 1 mL in water for DLS measurements (Malvern Zetasizer Nano -

ZS). First, bare small (80 nm) gold NPs without any DNA modi�cation were measured to

get the actual NP size. Then, gold NP/dye assemblies were measured and the DNA lengths

were calculated by subtracting the measured gold NP size. For the large (200 nm) gold NPs,

the broader distribution in DLS makes the estimation of DNA lengths less accurate. Thus,

bare large gold NPs without any DNA modi�cation were measured to get the actual size,

then we used the DNA lengths measured from the smaller NPs for the larger NPs.
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4.3.2 Single-Particle Dark-Field Scattering Spectroscopy.

Modi�ed NPs immobilized on a coverslip were immersed in dSTORM bu�er (0.5mg/mL

glucose oxidase, 40µg/mL catalase, 10% w/v glucose, 10mM methylethylamine) for dark-

�eld scattering measurements. A broadband halogen white light source excited the sample

through a dark-�eld condenser, and scattered light was collected in an Olympus IX71 inverted

microscope equipped with a dark-�eld oil-immersion objective (NA = 0.6). The di�raction-

limited image of a single NR was aligned to the entrance slit of an imaging spectrograph

(Acton 2300, Princeton Instruments), and spectral data were collected on an EMCCD (4 s

integration time; Andor iXon). Background spectra collected from nearby positions with no

NR on the spectrograph entrance slit were subtracted from measured spectra, and all data

were normalized by the broadband spectrum of the halogen light source and any additional

neutral density �lters to correct for the system spectral e�ciency.

4.3.3 dSTORM experiments.

First, the dark-�eld scattering image was used to distinguish the single NP/ATTO532 as-

semblies (green color in dark-�eld) from any possible dimers or large clusters (orange or

red color). Epi�uorescence imaging was performed on single particles one at a time with a

100×1.3NA oil-immersion objective in an Olympus IX71 inverted microscope (Figure 4.4.2a,

inset). Samples were excited with circularly polarized 515 nm laser light (Spectra-Physics

Excelsior 515 nm and Tower Optical Z-10-A-.250-A-514.5 quarter wave plate) with intensities

of ∼36.4 W/mm2 for 80 nm NPs and ∼79.3 W/mm2 for 200 nm NPs. In dSTORM bu�er,

the dye molecules appeared on and o� stochastically therefore allowed the super-resolution

localizations from a single molecule. Reference experiments on DNA-coated NPs without
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dye molecules showed no signi�cant �uorescence emission bursts over this �at background

and the bu�er is indeed responsible for stochastic blinking (Figure 4.4.5). Single-molecule

analysis of intensity traces as in Figure 4.4.2b were ensured by adjusting the laser inten-

sity to favor single-molecule bursts, and by excluding any rare two-step bleaching from the

analysis, which indicates simultaneous emission of multiple molecules (Figure 4.4.6). The

single-molecule emission events were not expected to have a constant intensity due to the

di�erent possible dipole orientations they may possess, as well as rapid blinking kinetics in

the dSTORM bu�er.

Fluorescence emission was �ltered appropriately (Semrock LPD01-514R/BLP01-514R-

25) to maximize signal and minimize scattered laser light and then imaged on a 512 pixel

× 512 pixel Andor iXon EMCCD (1 camera pixel = 49 nm in the imaging plane) at 20

or 40 ms/frame for 200 s. The center of the NP (red cross in Figure 4.4.2e) was obtained

by �tting the single-NP emission in 20 o�-frames. Apparent emission positions of all dye

molecules were combined into one map by registering relative to the NP center positions.

The localization density was calculated as number of localizations per certain area, which

was consistent throughout all the analysis.

For 3D localizations, a 3D calibration curve was �rst obtained by imaging �uorescent

TetraSpeck polystyrene beads (Invitrogen TetraSpeck Microsphere, 0.2µm) with a cylindrical

lens (Thorlabs Inc. LJ1144RM-A, f = 500 mm) in the emission pathway. [161] The beads

were diluted 10-fold and drop cast on a coverslip to provide isolated single emitters. 5 µL

glycerol was sandwiched between the substrate and another coverslip before the sample was

imaged. The z-position of the samples was tuned in 50-nm steps by a piezo stage (PI E-

709 Digital Piezo Controller) and the �uorescence image was taken at each z-position. By

�tting the PSF to a 2D asymmetric Gaussian function, a calibration curve that plotted the
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long-axis and short-axis Gaussian widths as a function of z-position was obtained and used

to extract the z-positions of each localization in 3D imaging experiments (Figure 4.4.7).

4.3.4 Statistical Simulations.

Positions on the surface of a sphere were randomly sampled with the Matlab function Rand-

SampleSphere (Matlab File Exchange). True imaging conditions are replicated by adding

noise in the positions according to the experimentally characterized 2D localization precision

(± 22 nm; Figure 4.4.12), and by simulating 150 detected molecules. These simulated imag-

ing data were translated into curves of single-molecule localization probability. The precise

peak positions come from �tting the peak region of each curve to a Gaussian function (Figure

4.4.16).

4.3.5 FDTD Calculations.

Electromagnetic simulations were performed using the Lumerical FDTD Solutions software

package. The real sample geometry was considered (Methods), and the scattering spectrum

was computed by exciting the NP from above with a broadband plane wave and measuring

the scattered power in the far-�eld through a numerical aperture, NA = 0.6, as in the dark-

�eld measurements. Apparent emission positions were calculated by exciting the NP with

a broadband point dipole source (constant current). The radiation propagating downward

from the NP (into the glass) was projected to the far-�eld and focused through a lens with

numerical aperture, NA = 1.3, as in experiments. This far-�eld image was �t to a symmetric

2D Gaussian to determine the apparent position of the emission, as previously described. [49]

To compute the emission from all molecular positions in the experimental system, the
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dipole source was placed at 25 or 45 di�erent locations (for the 78.6 nm and 179 nm spheres,

respectively), along a vertical circular arc in the xz plane at y = 0 around the NP located the

origin; the simulated points were mapped onto all possible experimental points by symmetry

(Methods). The arc radius was the radius of the NP plus the length of the DNA spacer

(11 nm, 22.8 nm, or 32.6 nm). The dipole positions were angularly spaced equally starting

directly below the NP at the glass interface and ending directly above the NP (Figure

4.4.19a). At each location, three simulations were performed, each with the dipole oriented

along a di�erent Cartesian direction (x, y, or z). Because the NP and the dipole source were

both located in the same xz plane, and because the 2D localization procedure used only

returns the (x, y) positions, only the �tted x position was kept; deviations from y = 0 were

small enough (< 1 nm) to be ignored for simplicity. In FDTD calculations, we assume that

the dye molecule dipoles were randomly oriented and remained stationary during a single

imaging frame (40 ms); therefore the calculated results in Figure 4.4.19 are the average of

all three possible orientations weighted by their calculated �uorescence enhancement. [162]

Though DLS measurements showed expected size di�erences for NPs conjugated with

dsDNA of various lengths (Figure 4.4.1), the dark-�eld scattering spectra of all the samples

was the same regardless of DNA modi�cation or the spacer length (Figure 4.4.3). This

result indicates that the dsDNA layer was probably not dense enough to a�ect a visible peak

shift. Therefore, we modeled the spacer layer with the refractive index of water in FDTD

calculations.

In our calculations, DNA-modi�ed gold NPs were modeled as gold spheres with a diameter

determined from DLS measurements (Table 4.3). The gold sphere was located above a glass

coverslip at a distance given by the length of the dsDNA spacer (11.0 nm, 22.8 nm, and 32.6

nm), and the halfspace above the coverslip surrounding the sphere was water. Refractive
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index data for gold was taken from Johnson and Christy, [130] glass was set to a dispersionless

value of n = 1.51 and k = 0, and water was set to n = 1.33 and k = 0.

To match experiments where emitting, �uorescent dyes are located anywhere on the sur-

face of a spherical shell of DNA linkers about a NP sphere, the arc of simulated emitters were

mapped onto all other azimuthal angles using the following procedure. First, the simulated x

position and the corresponding mislocalization (only the x position was mislocalized; Figure

4.4.21d) were interpolated to a higher density to allow better sampling. Points were then

selected from a collection of (x, y) points generated from random points on the surface of

a sphere projected to the xy plane using RandSampleSphere (Matlab File Exchange). At

each point, the radial distance was calculated and used to match a simulated x position

(50% were taken from the top half of the sphere and 50% from the bottom half due to the

degeneracy in 2D imaging). The selected (x, y) position was then shifted along the radius

by the (positive or negative) distance given by the x mislocalization of the original point. In

this way, all possible (x, y, z) positions on the surface of the spherical shell determined by

the sphere with the DNA linker were generated based on the results from just the circular

arc in the xz plane.

4.4 Results and discussions

4.4.1 Gold NP/dye assembly preparation and characterization.

To measure the distance dependence of dye/NP interactions in a symmetric assembly, we

modi�ed spherical gold NPs with a monolayer of rigid dsDNA linked to ATTO532 dye

molecules at the other end; the DNA length was tunable from 10 to 90 base pairs (nominal
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Nominal
Gold
NP
size
(nm)

DLS
Gold
NP
size
(nm)

DNA
base
pair
(bp)

Sequence

Nominal
ds-
DNA
(nm)

DNA
DLS
(nm)

80 78.6 - -

80 78.6 10
/5ThioMC6-D/CT TGC
CAT CG

3.4 3.5

80 78.6 30
/5ThioMC6-D/CT TGC
CAT CGC TAG TAC ATG
GCA CTG ACT G

10.2 11.0

80 78.6 74

/5ThioMC6-D/CT TGC
CAT CGC TAG TAC ATG
GCA CTG ACT GAA
AGT ACA CGG CTA
TCA TGC CGC GAT ACC
TGC ATA CCT TTA ACG

25.2 22.8

80 78.6 90

/5ThioMC6-D/CT TGC
CAT CGC TAG TAC ATG
GCA CTG ACT GAA
AGT ACA CGG CTA
TCA TGC CGC GAT ACC
TGC ATA CCT TTA ACG
CAT AAC TGA GCA CTG
G

30.6 32.6

200 179.1 - - - -

200 179.1 30
/5ThioMC6-D/CT TGC
CAT CGC TAG TAC ATG
GCA CTG ACT G

10.2 11.0

200 179.1 90

/5ThioMC6-D/CT TGC
CAT CGC TAG TAC ATG
GCA CTG ACT GAA
AGT ACA CGG CTA
TCA TGC CGC GAT ACC
TGC ATA CCT TTA ACG
CAT AAC TGA GCA CTG
G

30.6 32.6

Table 4.3: Summary of all the DNA spacers used. Sequence and measured data are listed.
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Figure 4.4.1: DLS measurement of gold NP/dye assemblies versus nominal values. First �ve
points: 80 nm diameter gold NPs with no DNA, 3.5 nm DNA, 11.0 nm DNA, 22.8 nm DNA,
and 32.6 nm DNA, respectively; last 3 points: 200 nm diameter gold NPs with no DNA,
11.0 nm DNA, and 32.6 nm DNA, respectively.

lengths: 3.4 - 30.6 nm). Dynamic light scattering (DLS) of the NP/dye assemblies in aque-

ous solution con�rmed success of modi�cation (Figure 4.4.1, Table 4.3, Methods), and the

measured assembly sizes correlated well with the nominal 0.34 nm per base pair, which ver-

i�es that the dsDNA spacers are rigid in this length regime. [163] Single NP/dye assemblies

were drop-cast onto a glass coverslip (Figure 4.4.2a, right inset). The dark-�eld spectra of

individual NP/dye assemblies (blue lines in Figure 4.4.2a and Figure 4.4.3) show a resonance

peak that overlaps with the �uorescence emission peak of ATTO532 (pink line), which is
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one of the conditions for plasmon-enhanced �uorescence. [105, 133] Finite-di�erence time-

domain (FDTD) electromagnetic calculations of the NP/dye assemblies predicted plasmon

resonances consistent with experiments (black line in Figure 4.4.2a and Figure 4.4.3).

4.4.2 dSTORM super-resolution imaging of mislocalized emission

from dye molecules near plasmonic NPs.

Single NP/dye assemblies were illuminated at 515 nm, which excited both the dye molecules

and the NP plasmon mode, and were imaged in dSTORM bu�er, [15,16,155] which switched

ATTO532 dye molecules on and o� stochastically to enable single-molecule microscopy. The

drop-cast dye/NP assemblies were dispersed to allow single-particle experiments, and the

assemblies stayed stationary during imaging (Figure 4.4.4). The intensity time trace for the

dyes on a single NP (averaged over a 450 × 450 nm imaging area about the NP center posi-

tion) showed bursts of emission from the photoswitched molecules and a constant-intensity

NP �uorescence background (Figure 4.4.2b). [48] The o�-frames (background from constant

low-intensity �uorescence from the NP only) were distinguished from the on-frames (single

dye molecule bursts) in the raw data with the STaSI change-point �nding algorithm (red

lines in Figure 4.4.2c,d) [164] and the average background image from the nearby o�-frames

was subtracted from each on-frame. The dots in Figure 4.4.2e show 38 successive (x, y) local-

izations of a single ATTO532 dye molecule positioned 32.6 nm (red circle) from the surface

of an 80 nm diameter (diameter from DLS: 78.6 nm) gold NP (black circle). The dot colors

represent the localization densities. It is interesting to note that, though the apparent emis-

sion positions are shifted inward from the actual emitter positions, [46] the average emission

position is not at the NP center. Thus, though the dye molecules are strongly coupled to
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Figure 4.4.2: dSTORM Data analysis. (a) Measured (blue) and simulated (black) dark-�eld
scattering spectra of a single 80 nm NP modi�ed with 11 nm dsDNA-ATTO532; �uores-
cence emission spectrum of dsDNA-ATTO532 (pink line) excited at 515 nm (arrow). Inset:
microscope and sample geometry. (b) Mean �uorescence intensity (over 450 × 450 nm, inset
white box) vs. time for a single 80 nm NP/dye assembly with 32.6 nm dsDNA linkers. Scale
bar: 500 nm. (c, d) Magni�cation of the orange and green boxes in 'b', respectively. Red
lines: change point algorithm curve �tting. (e) Super-resolved emission from a representa-
tive molecule. Each dot is the localization of the same single molecule in one imaging frame.
Color bar: density of localizations. Black circle: 80 nm NP diameter; red circle: actual dye
molecule positions with 22.8 nm dsDNA spacer; red cross: geometric center. All localizations
are mislocalized from the outer circle toward the NP center.

the plasmonic NP, the extent of coupling, which is a function of separation distance, can be

measured in terms of mislocalization distance with single-molecule imaging.

4.4.3 3D imaging of NP-coupled dye molecules.

To overcome the limitation of conventional super-resolution images, which provide only the

2D apparent dye emission positions, we super-resolved the 3D positions of single molecules

based on astigmatism through a cylindrical lens. [161] The alignment was calibrated with

�uorescent beads (Figure 4.4.7). [161] Due to the 60-nm axial (z) precision (Figures 4.4.8

and 4.4.12), we investigated larger 200 nm gold NPs (diameter from DLS: 179 nm) modi�ed

with dsDNA-ATTO532 of length 11.0 nm or 32.6 nm (Figure 4.4.1). The dipole plasmon

resonance mode at about 580 nm (Figure 4.4.9) had spectral overlap with the dye �uorescence

emission. The 3D super-resolution localizations and �uorescence intensities for each single-

molecule with dsDNA spacers of 11.0 nm or 32.6 nm are mapped out in Figure 4.4.10a and

d, respectively.

3D imaging avoids the z-position ambiguity in 2D imaging. We selected the central

slice of the NP/dye assembly (blue rectangles in Figures 4.4.10a,d) by plotting all apparent
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Figure 4.4.3: (a-f) Blue lines: representative dark-�eld scattering spectra of 80 nm gold NPs
and gold NP/dye assemblies. (a,b) NPs without DNA modi�cation. (c,d) NP/dye assemblies
with 11.0 nm spacers. (e,f) NP/dye assemblies with 22.8 nm spacers. (g) FDTD calculations
of the scattering spectra of assemblies with di�erent spacer lengths. From top to bottom: no
DNA modi�cation; 11.0 nm; 22.8 nm and 32.6 nm. Normalized plots of these computational
curves are overlaid in black in panels 'a' - 'f'. (h) Dark-�eld scattering peak positions of
representative NP/dye assemblies. Blue: no DNA modi�cation. Orange: 11.0 nm spacer.
Yellow: 22.8 nm spacer.

Figure 4.4.4: (a) Sequential localizations of a gold NP from its �uorescence image. No
signi�cant drift is observed over the course of 30 seconds (colorbar: time in s). (b) The
localization precision is 9.3 nm along the x axis and (c) 8.8 nm along the y-axis.

xy emission positions with z in the range of −75 nm to +75 nm in Figures 4.4.10b,e for

11.0 nm and 32.6 nm spacer distances, respectively. For comparison, localizations that fall

outside this central slice (green rectangles in Figure 4.4.10a,d) are plotted in Figure 4.4.10c,f.

All projected localization slice maps are color coded by the normalized average localization

density at that radius; this relative number of localizations provides the distribution of the

apparent positions: the densest areas (yellow) represent the area with the highest probability

of emission events.

Choosing the central slice reduces the NP/dye assembly from a 3D sphere to a disc: these
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Figure 4.4.5: Time trace of �uorescence intensity averaged over the 450 nm × 450 nm area
around the center of a gold NP assembly. (a) NP/dye assembly in dSTORM bu�er. The
expected stochastic blinking from single dye molecules is observed. (b) NP/DNA (no dye)
in dSTORM bu�er. Only occasional �uorescence signals are observed; these bursts are very
weak and can be distinguished from the real signals in 'a' by applying a threshold. (c)
NP/dye assembly in water after photobleaching. Without dSTORM bu�er, no blinking is
observed.
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Figure 4.4.6: The dSTORM imaging conditions are optimized to produce single-molecule
bursts. Rare multiple-molecule �uorescence signals show two-step photobleaching (black
arrows); these signals are excluded in analysis.
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Figure 4.4.7: 3D imaging calibration curve obtained by imaging an immobilized 200 nm
�uorescent TetraSpeck polystyrene bead with an objective positioner. Blue: x-width; red:
y-width. For a given signal, the z-position is determined from the PSF widths in the x- and
y-directions.

molecules are arranged in a circle (red circle in Figures 4.4.10b,e) some distance away from

the gold NP surface (black circle in Figures 4.4.10b,e). It is therefore notable that the most

probable apparent molecule positions (yellow areas in Figures 4.4.10b,e) are signi�cantly

shifted from the red circle toward the NP for both spacer lengths. Here, because we are

measuring the apparent emission positions from molecules on a circle and not the 3D surface

of a sphere, it is reasonable to draw conclusions about the mislocalization distance based

on the apparent position maps. With the 11.0 nm dsDNA spacer, we observed a wide ring-

shaped localizations distribution (Figure 4.4.10b) consistent with a radially symmetric shift

of the ATTO532 dyes toward the gold NP. The highest density appears about 80 nm away

from the NP center (Figure 4.4.11). This ∼20 nm mislocalization shift shows the e�ect of
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Figure 4.4.8: 3D localization precisions of an immobilized TetraSpeck bead at di�erent z-
planes. The in-plane (x-and y-axis) precisions are ∼3 times better than the axial (z-axis)
precision.

dye/NP coupling.

In contrast, the map combining the slices from above and below is generated from the

same NP/dye assembly and with the same analysis parameters (Figure 4.4.10c), but shows a

very di�erent distribution: the highest apparent emission position is tightly concentrated at

the NP center. This central localization position is consistent with the fact that these slices

include molecules located near the top and bottom poles of the dye/NP assembly �in the

xy plane, the actual positions of those molecules are near the NP center and no signi�cant

mislocalization is predicted. Similarly, for the longer (32.6 nm) spacers, we also observed
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Figure 4.4.9: Dark-�eld scattering spectra of a bare 200 nm gold NP (without DNA modi-
�cation). Blue: experimental data; black: FDTD calculation. A bluer dipole mode (∼550
- 580 nm) and a redder quadrupole mode (∼700 nm) are both observed. The discrepancy
between experiment and calculation may be attributed to the use of a plane wave to calcu-
late the scattering spectrum. For large particle sizes, retardation e�ects become signi�cant,
and it is necessary to use a conical annular source (as in the experiments) to calculate the
dark-�eld scattering spectrum. [18] Still, the dipole simulations discussed in the main text
do accurately represent the experiments regardless of particle size.

two di�erent maps for the two di�erent z slices: the center slice has a wide, ring-shape

apparent emission position density (Figure 4.4.10e), for which the radial plot (Figure 4.4.11)

shows about 40 nm emission mislocalization, and the upper and lower slices show the highest

localization density at the center (Figure 4.4.10f). The results in Figure 4.4.10 demonstrate

that 3D imaging can resolve z positions to reveal the true coupling e�ect. Figure 4.4.10

also demonstrates that a simple analysis of the 2D projection alone, which includes the data

from all image slices with di�erent z positions, can lead to erroneous conclusions about the

mislocalization if not carefully considered.
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Figure 4.4.10:
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Figure 4.4.10: 3D localizations. (a) 3D localizations of dye molecules attached to a 200 nm
gold NP via 11 nm DNA linkers. Each dot represents one emission localization, color coded
by intensity. (b) xy plane projection of all the localization positions inside the central 150
nm thick slice (blue rectangle in 'a'). Color bar: normalized density of localizations. The
density is averaged at each radius according to the circular symmetry of the system. Black
circle: gold NP; red circle: actual dye molecule positions. (c) xy plane projection of all
localizations inside the two outer slices combined (green rectangles in 'a'). (d-f) Same plots
as in 'a-c' but with 32.6 nm DNA spacers. In both cases, the central slice projection maps
show wider, ring-shaped localization densities than the top/bottom slices, which is evidence
that super-resolution imaging provides 3D spatial information in this structure.

Figure 4.4.11: Radial density curve of center 150 nm slice in Figures 4.4.10a and f, for
molecules coupled to a 200 nm gold NP with (a) 11.0 nm spacers and (b) 32.6 nm spacers.
These curves correspond to the maps in Figures 4.4.10b and e, respectively.

4.4.4 2D imaging of 80 nm NP-coupled dye molecules.

Though 3D imaging enables z �ltering of plasmon-coupled dye emission, providing access

to the ideal ring-like geometry in Figures 4.4.10b and e, our astigmatism-based 3D imaging

approach permitted only axial resolutions of ∆z ∼ 60 nm. Thus, though the center slice of

200 nm NPs could be separated from the top and bottom with this approach, the center slice

of smaller gold NPs cannot be parsed in this way. However, 80 nm gold NPs (diameter from

DLS: 78.6 nm) have bluer resonance peaks that overlap better with the ATTO532 �uores-

cence spectrum, and avoid the higher-order modes and retardation e�ects which exist in the
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Figure 4.4.12: 2D localization precisions of representative single ATTO532 dye molecules.
(a-c) x-position precision. (d-f) y-position precision. Standard deviations from a to f: 27
nm, 24 nm, 16 nm, 28 nm, 26 nm, and 11 nm, respectively. Average standard deviation on
localization precision from multiple molecules is ∼22 nm.

larger particles (Figure 4.4.9). Therefore, 80 nm gold NPs provide a better, more interesting

structure for plasmonic �uorescence enhancement, and it is important to understand the

emission mislocalization for assemblies of ATTO532 dyes and 80 nm gold NPs.

We separated ATTO532 from 80 nm gold NPs with dsDNA spacers of four di�erent

lengths: 3.5 nm, 11.0 nm, 22.8 nm and 32.6 nm (Table 4.3). For the 3.5 nm spacer length,

we observed very few emission events. Since DLS indicates an 86 nm assembly diameter,

this decrease in localization density is consistent with quenching of the dye molecules at

very short separation distances. [46, 118] For the three other spacer lengths, the emission

from each dye molecule was detected and the apparent emission position was resolved with
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an xy localization precision of ± 22 nm (Figure 4.4.12) with 2D dSTORM imaging. To

quantitatively examine the super-resolved apparent emission patterns from dye molecules

conjugated to gold NPs, the apparent localization positions (relative to each NP center

position) from all dyes in 77 - 102 single-particle experiments were compiled into one map

for each spacer length (Figures 4.4.13a-d; Table 4.4). For example, the apparent position and

�uorescence intensity for each emission localization in all assemblies with 11 nm spacers is

indicated with a dot in Figure 4.4.13a. Interestingly, in this map most of the best enhanced

molecules (yellow color) have apparent emission positions near the center of the assembly;

this pattern is consistent with our previous �ndings for other sample geometries that the

best coupled (brightest) molecules are strongly mislocalized and appear to emit from the

center of the NP. [46]

Spacer lengths (nm) No. of NPs No. of single molecules No. of localizations

11.0 102 151 2691
22.8 94 195 2650
32.6 77 160 4748

Table 4.4: Statistics of 80 nm gold NP/dye assemblies dSTORM experiments.

Still, imaging this spherical geometry yields a 2D projection of all molecules at all z-

positions; molecules that appear to radiate from the center of the assembly therefore might

be molecules that are actually at the top or bottom of the NP in 3D space and that would

show up at the center due to projection even without coupling. To quantify how mislocalized

the apparent emission positions are from the actual emitter positions, we instead look at the

density distribution in the localization maps. Here, a stronger coupling will shift more appar-

ent emission positions toward the NP center and generate a more concentrated distribution

(higher density of apparent emission events) at the center; a weaker coupling would lead to a

more di�use distribution with lower, more spread out density in the center. The normalized
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Figure 4.4.13: 2D localization. (a) 2D localizations of dyes 11.0 nm from an 80 nm gold
NP, color coded by intensity. Black/red circles: gold NP circumference/actual dye positions.
(b-d) Localization maps for 11.0 nm (b), 22.8 nm (c) and 32.6 nm (d) dsDNA spacers, color
coded by normalized localization densities. (e) Radial density plots for 11.0 nm (blue), 22.8
nm (red), and 32.6 nm (yellow) spacers calculated directly from the density maps in 'b-d'.
(f) Localizations from a single molecule as in Figure 4.4.2e. (g) Localization probability plot
for the single molecule in 'f' (red) and two other examples. The probability at each radius
is the average of density of all dots at that concentric slice. (h) Single-molecule localization
probability curves for 11.0 nm (blue), 22.8 nm (red), and 32.6 nm (yellow) spacers obtained
by adding all single molecule radial density curves like in 'g'. Inset: Gaussian �t of the
yellow curve.
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density maps were calculated for 11.0 nm, 22.8 nm, and 32.6 nm spacers (Figures 4.4.13b, c,

d, respectively), and all three lengths give qualitatively obvious concentrations of apparent

emissions at the assembly center. The radial plots of the three density maps (Figure 4.4.13e)

indicate subtle di�erences between the pro�les for the 11.0 nm spacer (blue line), 22.8 nm

spacer (red line), and 32.6 nm spacer (yellow line), but the trend is only qualitative.

We therefore developed a new analysis method based on the single-molecule data to

quantify di�erences in coupling as a function of spacer length. Indeed, the density maps in

Figures 4.4.13b-d and the corresponding radial density plots in Figure 4.4.13e, which combine

every localization of all dye molecules attached to all NPs, provide an ensemble-averaged view

and neglect the single-molecule information that is available in our dSTORM data. Thus,

to take advantage of the single-molecule information, we looked at the emission localizations

positions from each single molecule individually as described in Figure 4.4.2e. The map of

localizations over the course of 100 imaging frames for one example single molecule is shown in

Figure 4.4.13f, and the emission localization probability for that one molecule was calculated

as a function of radius from the NP center (red line in Figure 4.4.13g). Two additional

example curves are also plotted in Figure 4.4.13g. In these single-molecule radial plots, the

peak of each curve corresponds to the most likely emission position for that molecule; this

is the position that is considered the average emission position in single-molecule imaging.

Importantly, the localization probability peak positions here do not coincide with the particle

center, rather this position re�ects the true mislocalized apparent emission position of the

corresponding molecule.

To quantify the mislocalization without averaging that blurs the ensemble analysis in Fig-

ures 4.4.13b-e, we added the single-molecule localization probability curves from all molecules

instead of merely considering the localization events for all molecules as a whole. These
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summed curves were normalized to provide a probability distribution (Figure 4.4.13h), and

a �t to this curve (Figure 4.4.13h, inset) reveals how the emission peak position varies as a

function of spacer length. For the two shorter spacers (blue and red curves), the most prob-

able apparent emission position (curve peak) is at ∼20 nm, whereas for the longest spacer

(yellow curve), the peak is shifted to ∼25 nm.

4.4.5 Statistical simulations of plasmon-free dSTORM experiments.

The experimental results in Figure 4.4.13h explicitly quantify the in�uence of spacer length

on emission mislocalization. However, because the dyes are distributed on a 3D spherical

surface, in-depth analysis is needed to separate the e�ect of the 2D projection from the true

mislocalization. We therefore compared the peak positions of the single-molecule localiza-

tion probability curves from simulated data for an ideal dSTORM experiment (i.e., in the

absence of plasmonic coupling). For example, to match the experimental parameters for the

shortest linker assemblies (78.6 nm NP diameter and 11.0 nm dsDNA spacer), we stochasti-

cally sampled the xy positions of 2,300 points (number chosen based on usual experimental

statistics; Table 4.4) on the surface of a 100.6 nm diameter sphere. The simulated local-

ization positions and densities for this uncoupled system are shown in Figures 4.4.14a and

b, respectively. Figure 4.4.14b clearly indicates a ring-shaped maximum density at ∼40 nm

radius (yellow region). This radius is shifted in from the actual radius of the sphere (red

circle) because of the 2D projection, but is clearly di�erent from the map in Figure 4.4.13b,

where the localization density concentrated at the NP center.

The di�erence in the localization density distribution between the experiments in Figure

4.4.13b and the simulations in Figure 4.4.14b can be attributed to (1) �nite localization pre-
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Figure 4.4.14: Statistical simulation of plasmon-free dSTORM experiments. (a) 2,300 ran-
domly sampled dots on a 3D 50.3 nm-radius sphere color coded by normalized dot density
in 2D projection. (b) xy plane projection as in 'a' color coded by normalized density. (c)
Representative simulated localization position density map from 150 single dye molecules
projected on the xy plane incorporating localization precision and dye blinking statistics
(Figure 4.4.15). Red circles in 'b' and 'c': sphere circumference. (d) Localization proba-
bility curves as in Figure 4.4.13(h). From left to right, sphere radius = 5, 10, 15, 25, 30,
40, 50.3, 62.1, and 71.9 nm. (e) Peak positions of the localization probability curves in 'd'
as a function of the actual simulated radii. The relationship is linear for radius > 20 nm
(y = 0.80x + 4.5;R2 = 0.998). Below 20 nm (dashed rectangle), the data deviates from the
linear trend and it is not possible to interpolate precisely in this region.
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cision in the experiments, (2) �nite sampling in the experiment, and (3) plasmon coupling.

To account for the �rst two e�ects, the true imaging conditions are replicated in Figure

4.4.14c by adding noise in the positions according to the experimentally characterized 2D

localization precision (± 22 nm; Figure 4.4.12), and by reducing the number of positions

simulated from 2,300 to 150 single molecules. Each molecule is localized multiple times ac-

cording to the experimental blinking statistics (Figure 4.4.15) so that the total localization

number is still ∼2,300. Interestingly, the localization density map in Figure 4.4.14c for the

uncoupled simulations still shows the greatest localization probability at ∼40 nm (yellow

region; circular asymmetry due to limited sampling; compare Figures 4.4.14c to b), and is

still very di�erent from the experimental data (Figure 4.4.13b), which shows a concentrated

localization distribution at the NP center. The clear di�erence between the uncoupled case

in Figure 4.4.14 and the coupled experimental measurements in Figure 4.4.13 clearly demon-

strates that plasmon coupling results in signi�cant mislocalization of �uorescence emission.

These simulated imaging data were translated in Figure 4.4.14d into curves of single-

molecule localization probability (calculated as in Figure 4.4.13h). The localization proba-

bility varies as a function of actual simulated sphere radius (Figure 4.4.14e and Figure 4.4.16).

When the sphere radius is 20 nm or smaller, the position of maximum emission position prob-

ability is near the NP center (dashed rectangle in Figure 4.4.14e), which indicates that at

this experimental localization precision, di�erent radii less than 20 nm are not distinguish-

able. On the other hand, with sphere radius > 20 nm, the maximal probability of emission

position increases with sphere diameter. Most importantly, the relation is very linear. Thus,

we can accurately determine the actual radius even with the presence of a 2D projection and

�nite localization precision (∼22 nm). With the current experiment conditions, di�erences

in radii down to ±5 nm are readily distinguishable in the straight-line regime. Furthermore,
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Figure 4.4.15: The �uorescence from each ATTO532 molecule is detected over sequential 40-
ms imaging frames before photobleaching. Here, the distribution of the number of on-frames
for each single ATTO532 dye molecule coupled to 80 nm gold NP is shown. The distribution
is �t to an exponential decay with t1/2 = 17 frames, which is used in statistical simulations.

for these simulations of uncoupled assemblies, the linear correlation between the �tted peak

position and the original sphere radius is robust to simulation parameters: the radial curves

in Figure 4.4.14d and the linear correlation in Figure 4.4.14e are unchanged whether high

sampling (here: 1,500 simulated molecules) or fewer simulated molecules (150 molecules;

Figures 4.4.16 and 4.4.17) are analyzed. Therefore, the single-molecule localization analysis

introduced in Figure 4.4.13h is indeed able to reveal information down to 5 nm precision,

even when only 2D projection maps are available and the localization precision is as high as

22 nm.

Importantly, this new understanding of the single-molecule localization probability dis-

tributions enables the �rst ever quantitative measurement of the emission mislocalization

phenomenon that has been recognized by Biteen et al. and Waks et al. over the last �ve
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Figure 4.4.16: (a,c) Example �ts of the emission localization probability curves to a Gaussian
function to �nd the precise peak positions. (b,d) calibration curve of �tted peak positions
versus actual simulated radius. (a,b) 1500 simulated molecules. Calibration curve �tting
function: y = 0.79612x + 4.5367.R2 = 0.998. (c,d) 150 simulated molecules. Calibration
curve �tting function: y = 0.77788x + 5.8864, R2 = 0.979. Despite the noisier data in (c),
which more accurately represents the experiments, the calibration curves are very similar.
The regions below 20 nm highlighted in the dashed rectangles in 'b' and 'd' do not follow
the linear relation.

years. [46,100] The simulated look-up-table in Figure 4.4.14e provides the context in which to

interpret the experimental data (Figure 4.4.13h). For instance, �tting our experimental lo-

calization probability curve (Figure 4.4.13h, yellow line; Figure 4.4.18) gives a peak position

of 24.9 nm for the 32.6 nm spacer (dye-NP assembly radius of 71.9 nm), which corresponds

based on the look-up table in Figure 4.4.14e to 25.6 nm in 3D. Thus the plasmonic NP/dye

interaction accounts for a mislocalization of 71.9 nm − 25.6 nm = 46.3 nm! The shorter

spacers (11 nm and 22.8 nm), show localization probability maxima at 20.9 nm and 21.9

nm, respectively (Figure 4.4.18). These apparent emission positions are very close to the NP
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Figure 4.4.17: Emission localization probability curves for 150 simulated molecules. Simu-
lated radius from left to right, dark blue: 10 nm, orange: 30 nm, yellow: 40 nm, purple: 50.3
nm, green: 62.1 nm and light blue: 71.9 nm.

center and indicate mislocalizations of 29.7 nm and 40.3 nm. However, because these �tted

peak positions are at the non-linear region in Figure 4.4.14e, these mislocalizations are lower

bounds, and the apparent emission position may indeed deviate from the actual emitter po-

sition by up to 50.3 nm and 62.1 nm. The mislocalization of dye molecules near a plasmonic

NP is therefore real, and we have shown here that the magnitude of mislocalization can be

quanti�ed with far-�eld single-molecule, super-resolution imaging.
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Figure 4.4.18: Fits of the experimental data to Gaussian function to �nd the precise peak
positions for three di�erent spacer lengths. (a) 11.0 nm spacer: peak position = 20.9 nm;
(b) 22.8 nm spacer: peak position = 21.9 nm; (c) 32.6 nm: peak position = 24.9 nm.

4.4.6 Electromagnetic calculations.

To develop a theoretical framework within which to understand the physics underlying this

mislocalization e�ect, we conducted full-�eld FDTD electromagnetic calculations of radiating

dipoles near a gold NP. For each spacer length (11.0, 22.8, and 32.6 nm), the far-�eld emission

pro�le for each of a series of dipoles (Figure 4.4.19a) was calculated and �t to a 2D Gaussian

to determine the super-resolved apparent emission positions according to our experimental

protocol for single-molecule imaging. Calculated localization density maps (Figures 4.4.19b-

f) were obtained by introducing the experimental localization precisions and dye blinking

statistics. We calculated maps for the 150-nm thick center slices of the 200 nm NP assemblies.

These maps show broad, ring-shaped localization distributions which match the experimental

data for 150-nm center slices (compare Figures 4.4.10b and e to Figures 4.4.19b and c). For

the 32.6 nm spacer in Figure 4.4.19c, the apparent emission maximum is at 110 nm, showing

the expected coupling e�ect (emission mislocalization toward the NP center, Figure 4.4.20).

Surprisingly, because the emission pattern of a single molecule is distorted by the nearby

nano-antenna, under certain conditions, the emission actually seems to be pushed away from
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Figure 4.4.19: FDTD calculations. (a) Calculation geometry. Red stars: simulated dipole
positions. All possible actual molecule positions were accounted for by spherical symmetry.
(b,c) Localization densities for dipoles coupled to a 200 nm gold NP with (b) 11.0 nm and
(c) 32.6 nm spacers. Density values are averaged over each concentric circle to recover the
symmetry. These plots are the xy projections of a 150-nm slice in the center of the assembly.
(d-f) xy projections of single-molecule apparent emission localizations from dipoles coupled
to an 80 nm gold NP with (d) 11.0 nm, (e) 22.8 nm, (f) 32.6 nm dsDNA spacers, color coded
by densities. In 'b - f', experimental localization precision and dye blinking statistics are
incorporated. (g) Single-molecule localization probability curves for simulations in 'd - f'
(blue: 11.0 nm; red: 22.8 nm; yellow: 32.6 nm), calculated as in Figure 4.4.13h by summing
the radial density curve from each molecule. Inset: Gaussian �t of yellow curve.
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Figure 4.4.20: Radial density curve of center 150-nm slice for molecules coupled to 200 nm
gold NP from FDTD calculation data, with (a) 11.0 nm spacer and (b) 32.6 nm spacer.
Compared to Figure S8, these FDTD calculations predict a weaker coupling e�ect (peaks
are at a larger radial position).

the NP. For example, for the 11.0 nm spacer in Figure 4.4.19b, the apparent emission center

position is at 120 nm, a greater distance than the actual dye position diameter of 100.5

nm (Figure 4.4.20). This subtle di�erence was also observed in the experimental data: the

shorter spacer (Figure 4.4.10b) produced slightly less mislocalization than the longer spacer

(Figure 4.4.10c).

For the 80 nm NP assemblies, we calculated the apparent dye emission positions for

three spacer lengths corresponding to the experiments in Figure 4.4.13 (Figures 4.4.19d-f).

In general, the calculations reproduce the experiments: the majority of the molecule appar-

ent emissions appear at the center, creating very high localization densities consistent with

strong mislocalization. This e�ect depends on the spacer length. Notably, for the shortest

spacer (Figure 4.4.19d; 11.0 nm), the calculated map looks very similar to the experimen-

tal data (Figure 4.4.13b); however, for the medium spacer (Figure 4.4.19e; 22.8 nm), the

calculated map shows a more di�use density distribution, indicating a weaker predicted cou-

pling compared to experiments (Figure 4.4.13c); and �nally, a signi�cant discrepancy was

noted for the longest spacer (Figure 4.4.19f; 32.6 nm). In this last case, the calculations pre-
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dict a broad, ring-like distribution of emission events, while the experiments still show very

strong coupling and mislocalization (Figure 4.4.13d). Comparing the calculated localization

probability curves in Figure 4.4.19g to the experimental curves in Figure 4.4.13h clearly

demonstrates this discrepancy: the calculated distance-dependent mislocalization distances

are 32.7, 22.7, and 7.9 nm for 11.0 nm, 22.8 nm and 32.6 nm spacers, respectively; these mis-

localizations are consistently smaller than experimental values. Because the mislocalization

distance depends strongly on the dipole orientation, especially for the longer spacers (Figure

4.4.21), this disagreement may be explained by the dipole orientation of molecules, which

was not readily measurable in real experiments. Furthermore, for a given dipole orientation,

the mislocalization distance also depends strongly on the axial (z) position (and thus the

lateral displacement from the imaging axis) of the molecule (Figure 4.4.21).

4.5 Conclusions.

The ability of single-molecule super-resolution imaging to beat the di�raction limit of light

depends on the number of photons detected from each probe molecule. [25] Diverse e�orts

have addressed the challenge of improving label brightness and coupling to plasmonic metal

NPs to improve the optical properties of common labeling probes has great potential to

broadly improve super-resolution imaging. However, even though the plasmon resonance

tremendously increases the �uorescence decay rate to produce a much brighter probe, the

high local density of optical states drastically changes the emission pattern of the coupled

�uorescent molecule. As a result, the super-resolved emission is mislocalized by the nearby

nano-antenna and thus no longer re�ects the actual emitter position. Here, we have measured

the apparent emission positions of dyes coupled to a spherical plasmonic NP molecule by
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Figure 4.4.21: FDTD calculations of apparent emission maps for ATTO532 dye with (a)
x-dipole orientation, (b) y-dipole orientation, and (c) z-dipole orientation in an 80 nm gold
NP/32.6 nm dsDNA/ATTO532 assembly. (d) Mislocalizations at di�erent z-positions for x-
dipole orientation (red stars: actual dipole positions, blue dots: predicted apparent emission
position).
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molecule. By �ne tuning the separation distance with nanometer precision, we understood

the distance-dependence of this mislocalization e�ect, and for the �rst time, we demonstrate

the ability to quantitatively deconvolve mislocalization e�ects for plasmon-coupled dyes and

therefore harness the power of plasmon-enhanced super-resolution imaging without bias.
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CHAPTER V

Conclusions and future directions

5.1 Conclusions

Single-molecule super-resolution �uorescence microscopy is playing a more and more impor-

tant role in studying sub-di�raction (smaller than a few hundreds of nanometers) structures,

dynamics and reactions. It possesses high sensitivity, maintains the native investigated

environment (does not require high vacuum or low temperature) and exerts minimal per-

turbations to the target, which is especially important for studying living systems. Further

enhancing the power and scope of this valuable technique by providing better resolution using

plasmonic nano-antenna is therefore very meaningful work. Yet many challenges and under-

lying mechanistic questions need to be solved for better understanding this phenomenon.

The present Thesis focused on one central question: what is the interaction between a sin-

gle nano-antenna and various kinds of single �uorescent molecules? And how does it change

as a function of separation distance? Chapters II and III study the distance-dependence

plasmon-enhanced �uorescence for both dye molecules and �uorescent proteins. Chapter II

uses the PAINT single-molecule technique�which takes advantage of adsorption/

desorption molecule motion in solution�to investigate the single molecule �uorescence lo-
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cated near a single gold nanorod separated by a nanometer-thick spacer layer. We found

that this spacer layer is essential for achieving the optimal �uorescence enhancement and 10

nm proved to be the best thickness for this particular geometry. Plasmon-enhancement was

shown to be universal for �uorescent proteins as well as dye molecules; interestingly, �uores-

cent proteins, which were originally �uorophores with poor brightness, actually gained higher

enhancement due to the increased electromagnetic �eld. This work provided the evidence

that both dye molecules and �uorescent protein molecules were indeed enhanced by coupling

to a plasmonic nano-antenna with a 10-nm spacer layer. This thickness value was important

as it was close to the thickness of cellular membrane, therefore membrane proteins labeled

with a �uorescent probe could be conveniently enhanced coupled to a plasmonic substrate.

Chapter III aims to understand the distance-dependent �uorescence enhancement in a

context of more precise distance control, as accurate separation distances are unknown in

the PAINT experiments in Chapter II. To accomplish this, red and green photoactivatable

�uorescent proteins are fused with a streptavidin protein through cloning; then they are

chemically linked to a silica-shell-coated gold nanosphere and the distance can be tuned by

changing the shell thickness. This assembly ensures a relatively homogeneous separation

distance between each �uorescent molecule and the nano-antenna. We observe a 2-fold en-

hancement for red photoactivatable �uorescent proteins with a 20-nm spacer. Compared

with the results in Chapter II, we can clearly see that the previously obtained 10-nm best

thickness is indeed obscured by the distance heterogeneity in PAINT experiments and en-

hancement can still be observed with even thicker spacer.

Importantly, besides enhancement, the coupling between nano-antenna and �uorescent

molecules also leads to an emission mislocalization e�ect, which has been attracting more

and more research interest. Due to the dramatically increased local density of states near an
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excited plasmonic nano-antenna, the super-resolved emission position of a coupled molecule

is signi�cantly changed and cannot truthfully represent the actual emitter position. This

e�ect poses problems when researchers rely on �uorescent molecule positions to map hotspot

locations or tracking proteins on a plasmonic substrate. Toward the goal of understanding

this mislocalization e�ect, Chapter IV investigates a gold NP/dye system using both 2D and

3D super-resolution imaging techniques. We �nd that this emission distortion is up to 40 nm

when molecules are located within 32 nm from the nano-antenna. Most importantly, through

developing a new single-molecule data analysis method, we show that accurate, quanti�ed

distance-dependent mislocalization data can be obtained, which provides great potential for

recovering the real emitter position in the coupled system.

5.2 Future directions

With the knowledge of the distance-dependent single-molecule plasmon enhancement gained

in this Thesis, the next step would be to apply this enhancement in real biological super-

resolution imaging. The best targets which are most signi�cantly enhanced are those located

in the plasmonic near �eld (∼ 20 - 50 nm from the nano-antenna). Membrane proteins

possess important biological functions and the cell membrane or any additional spacer layers

will locate them at the ideal distance for optimal enhancement therefore they are excellent

candidates for this purpose. One key question for this application is to design a plasmonic

substrate that has the appropriate plasmon resonance for coupling to the �uorophores as well

as high nano-antenna density to cover the entire cell region. Nanosphere lithography�where

noble metal nano-antennas are formed in the interstices of tightly assembled micron-sized

beads�and E-beam lithography�where customized shapes and arrays are directed written
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through electron beam�can be used to design the desired nano-antenna array and these

structures held great promise for plasmon-enhanced imaging. It is important that those

designed nano-antenna arrays still have the resonance overlapping well with the investigated

�uorophores; furthermore, dense hotspots that are available to interact with the targets

on top are most desirable. For instance, bowtie structures [165] can achieve thousands-

fold enhancement, yet this high enhancement is only available at the very small nano-gap

region. Better array design that can realized higher density of hotspots and expand the

area for enhancement would be a challenge. On the other hand, the mislocalization e�ect

is also expected to exist in these array substrates, and it will be interesting to see what

the emission localization pattern is like for those coupling plasmonic arrays. By tuning

the �uorophore color, nano-antenna resonance and excitation wavelength, di�erent coupling

behaviors between molecules and the arrays are expected to be observed.

The interactions between nano-antenna and �uorescent molecules have been investigated

in this Thesis in terms of intensity enhancement and super-resolved emission positions.

There are many other important aspects to reveal the entire picture of this coupling ef-

fect. Anisotropic nano-antennas have LSPRs with well-de�ned polarizations. For instance,

nanorods have both longitudinal and transverse plasmon modes. These modes will couple

di�erently with �uorescent molecules with di�erent emission wavelengths, dipole orienta-

tions and locations relative to the nano-antenna. Firstly, it will be interesting to see how

the coupling in�uences the emission polarizations of a nearby molecule due to the plasmon

modes. Secondly, it is desirable to �nd an approach for controlling the dipole orientations of

single molecules coupled to a nano-antenna. From the work in Chapter IV, we can see that

the dipole orientations of single molecules signi�cantly a�ect the coupling e�ect; therefore,

if we can separate di�erent dipole orientations, averaged results can be resolved. Guest-host
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chemistry may contribute to this problem by �xing the orientation of a single �uorophore

in the vacancy of a larger molecule. For example, methylene blue single molecules were

found to stand vertically when incorporated in the hollow hydrophobic internal region of

cucurbit[7]uril. [166] Thirdly, plasmon-enhancement includes excitation enhancement and

emission enhancement and the work in this Thesis cannot distinguish the two. By using

�uorophores with a large Stoke's shift, such as quantum dots, we can selectively excite at

the excitation wavelength or emission wavelength to explore the di�erence. Furthermore,

�uorescence lifetime studies can help to understand how the plasmon coupling in�uences

decay rates of the molecules, shining light on the underlining mechanism.

On the other hand, we can also expand the scope of molecules that interact with plasmonic

nano-antennas. For examples, nano-diamonds are carbon nanocrystals that �uoresce due to

the nitrogen vacancies. They are bright, non-bleaching and very biocompatible, therefore a

potential new category of imaging probe. Gold/silver nanoclusters are very small, �uorescent

nanocrystals containing only tens of atoms. They have large Stoke's shift, relative high

stability (bleach slower than dye molecules), longer lifetime and high two-photon absorption

e�ciency. Currently their quantum yield is quite low (< 5%) [167] therefore it is very

interesting to see how those nanoclusters can interact with plasmonic nanoparticles and

possibly enhancement can be observed.

In summary, interactions between single plasmonic nano-antenna and single molecules

are investigated in depth in this Thesis using super-resolution imaging techniques. Deeper

understandings of plasmon-coupled �uorescence are gained and it shows great potential for

enhanced �uorescence imaging applications. Furthermore, super-resolution in general is great

tool for studying many other sub-di�raction optical properties and chemical reactions.
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APPENDIX A

Code for Chapter 3

cutactivation, pick�ts

cutactivation: a MATLAB function that cuts the activation frames from the entire recorded

movie. The activation frames appear periodically in the movie.

pick�ts : a MATLAB function that picks the �ts within certain frames from the activation

frames (in time domain) from all good �ts.
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function cutactivation(file)
% Take out activation frames and output a new .tif file from .mat
 file, where .mat file is 3-dimensional data
% of the original .tif or .nd2 movies.
% INPUT
% file: the .mat data file for the original movie (.nd2 or .tif). This
 file is a
% 3-dimensional matrix containing all the movie data.
% OUTPUT
% A .tif movie without activation frames will be saved. A .mat file
 containing:
% 1)the original frame number of the resulted .tif without activation
 frames
% (e.g. the 100th frame in this new .tif may be the 120nd in the
 original movie,
% so '120' will be saved in an array in the '100th' place). 2) All the
% activation frames (the cut off frames) in an array
fr_rate = 40; % frame rate, ms
act_dur = 600; % how long the activation lasts, ms
interval = 4; % the interval between adjacent activations, s
act_frms = act_dur/(fr_rate);
interval_frms = interval*1000/fr_rate + 4;
% Don't know why there is a 4 frame discrepency.
opt = 1; % Different options for identify activation frames

load(file);
if ~exist('outputmat','var')
    fprintf('Variable name is wrong!\n');
    return
end

[fd,name,ext] = fileparts(file);
num_fr = size(outputmat,3);
width = size(outputmat,1);
height = size(outputmat,2);
[t,~] = plot_Z_profile_mat(file,2,'ifwhole',1);
newmat = zeros(width,height,num_fr);
switch opt
    case 1
        % In this case, 406nm laser (dim frames) is on for a few
 frames, then
        % 561nm laser is open after another few frames delay (even
 dimmer frames
        % when both the lasers are closed). The last frame of the
 darker frames
        % (before 561nm laser is open) will be a peak in the firt
 different
        % function (Y = diff(X)).
        Y = diff(t);
        thrsh = 1000;
        % thrsh is the difference between the dark frame (both lasers
 are off)
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        % and the normal fluorescence background (peak height in Y).
        [~,loc] = findpeaks(Y,'MinPeakHeight', thrsh);
        loc = loc(loc > 800);
        % exclude the peak corresponding for the opening of shutter
 (leave at
        % lease 1200 frames, i.e. 48 seconds for bleaching before
 begin
        % activations)

        % Sometimes high fluorescence signal also gives "fake"
 differential
        % peaks. Take those out.
        med = median(t);
        st = std(t);
        for kkk = 1:size(loc,1)
            if t(loc(kkk)) > (med-0.5*st);
                loc(kkk) = 0;
            end
        end
        loc(~loc) = [];
        % double check
        Z = diff(loc);
        Z_uniq = unique(Z);
        if numel(Z_uniq) ~= 1
            warning('Activation picking may be wrong.');
            Z_uniq
        end
        cycle = size(loc,1);

        cutoffarray = zeros(num_fr, 1);
        newmoviearray = [1:1:num_fr]';
        newmat = outputmat;
        act_lastfrm = zeros(num_fr, 1);
        kk = 1;
        tt = 1;
        first = loc(1);
        for jj = 1:cycle
            curractfr = first + (jj-1)*interval_frms;
            if curractfr < num_fr
                act_lastfrm(tt) = curractfr;
                for ii = 1: act_frms
                    cutoffarray(kk) = curractfr;
                    curractfr = curractfr-1;
                    kk = kk + 1;
                end
                tt = tt + 1;
            end
        end
        cutoffarray(~cutoffarray) = [];
        act_lastfrm(~act_lastfrm) = [];

        newmat(:,:,cutoffarray) = [];
        newmoviearray(cutoffarray) = [];
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    case 2
        % In this case, mostly similar to case 1, but the difference
 is that the
        % 406nm on/561nm off frames are not actually dimmer, they are
 much
        % brighter than the background fluorescence, which generates
 peaks in
        % the original time trace.
        Y = diff(t);
        thrsh = 1000;
        % thrsh is the difference between 406nm laser and the
 background
        % fluorescence.
        [~,loc] = findpeaks(Y,'MinPeakHeight',thrsh);
        % Sometimes high fluorescence signal also gives "fake"
 differential
        % peaks. Take those out.
        med = median(t);
        st = std(t);
        for kkk = 1:size(loc,1)
            if t(loc(kkk)+1) > med
                loc(kkk) = [];
            end
        end
        cycle = size(loc,1);
        cutoffarray = zeros(num_fr, 1);
        newmoviearray = [1:1:num_fr]';
        newmat = outputmat;
        act_lastfrm = zeros(num_fr, 1);
        kk = 1;
        tt = 1;
        for jj = 1:cycle
            curractfr = loc(jj) + 1;
            if curractfr < num_fr
                for ii = 1: act_frms
                    cutoffarray(kk) = curractfr;
                    curractfr = curractfr+1;
                    kk = kk + 1;
                end
                act_lastfrm(tt) = curractfr - 1;
                tt = tt + 1;
            end
        end

        cutoffarray(~cutoffarray) = [];
        act_lastfrm(~act_lastfrm) = [];

        newmat(:,:,cutoffarray) = [];
        newmoviearray(cutoffarray) = [];
end
F = diff(act_lastfrm);
if numel(unique(F)) ~= 1
    warning('Activation picking may be wrong.');
    uniq(F)
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end

newmat = uint16(newmat);
% Save .tif movie without activation frames
outputfile = [fd filesep name '_noactivation.tif'];
options.overwrite=true;
saveastiff(newmat,outputfile,options);

cutdatafile = [fd filesep name '_activation_frms_info.mat'];
save(cutdatafile, 'cutoffarray','newmoviearray','act_lastfrm');
% 'cutoffaray' is the original frames numbers array that are cut;
% 'newmoviearray' is the original frames numbers array that are kept;
% 'act_lastfrm' is the original frames numbers that correspond to the
 last frame
% of each activation period (the fluorescence signal should be right
 after or
% shortly after this frame). This is useful for identification of real
 data,
% which should appear right after or shortly after this frame.

end

Published with MATLAB® R2016b
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function pickfits(fitsfile,act_infofile,varargin)
% This function picks out the fluorescence signal from all the good
 fits
%based on the frames they appear: real signal should be N frames after
 the
% activation frames INPUT fitsfile: the _AccBGSUB_fits.mat file
 generated from
% SMALLLABS algorithm. Note: the analysis is run on _noactivation.tif
 movie so
% the frame number is not the same as the original movie, where the
 activations
% are not taken out. Important variables: fits - contains all the
 gussess
% information and goodfits Boolean; trk_filt - tracks Boolean, tracks
 are
% molecules that last 3 or more than three frames

% act_infofile: the .mat file generated from cutactivation.m.
 Important
% variables: act_lastfrm - the last frame of activation. Signal N
 frames after
% these are considered real. Note: the frames numbers here are the
 numbers from
% the original movie. newmoviearray - what are the original frame
 numbers for
% each frame in the new movie (without activation frames).

% OUTPUT Create a .mat file that meet the picking requirement. The
 data is in
% the same format as _AccBGSUB_fits.mat. File name:
 '_AccBGSUB_fits_picked.mat'.

N = 20;
% How many frames after the activations are considered real data.

params.tracked = 0;
track_Boolean = params.tracked;
% Default: do not use tracked data.

[folder,name,~] = fileparts(fitsfile);
[~,name2,~] = fileparts(act_infofile);
if
 ~strcmp(strrep(name,'_noactivation_AccBGSUB_fits',''),strrep(name2,...
        'activation_frms_info',''))
    warning('Fits file and act_info file do not match!');
    return
end

if nargin > 2
    Fnames = fieldnames(params);
    for iii=1:2:nargin-2
        whichField = strcmp(Fnames,varargin{iii});
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        if all(~whichField)
            warning('Check spelling. Parameter change may have not
 occurred.');
        end

        eval(['params.' Fnames{whichField} ' = varargin{iii+1};'])
    end
end

load(fitsfile);
load(act_infofile);

% check if N is longer than the interval of activation. If yes, ask
 user to
% change N and terminate program
act_interval = act_lastfrm(2) - act_lastfrm(1);
if N >= (act_interval - 1)
    disp('N is larger than the activation interval. Decrease N.');
    return
end

pickedarray_org = zeros(size(newmoviearray,1),1);
% Picked frame numbers in original movie
jj = 1;
for ii = 1:size(act_lastfrm,1)
    for kk = 1: N
        pickedarray_org(jj) = act_lastfrm(ii) + kk;
        jj = jj + 1;
    end
end
pickedarray_org(~pickedarray_org) = [];

% Find their new frame numbers in the new movie
pickedarray_new = zeros(size(pickedarray_org,1),1);
for tt = 1:size(pickedarray_org,1)
    try
        curr = find(newmoviearray == pickedarray_org(tt));
        if curr
            pickedarray_new(tt) = curr;
        else
            fprintf('Reaching the last activation cycle and no
 corresponding frames.\nExit loop and continue.\n');
            break
        end
    catch
        fprintf('tt = %g is not successful.\n',tt);
    end
end
pickedarray_new(~pickedarray_new) = [];
% Take out the good fits in the picked frames. You can choose use
 tracked data
% (first and last frames taken out) or not.

goodfits = fits(find(fits(:,9) == 1),:);
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if params.tracked == 1
    goodfits = fits(find(trk_filt),:);
end
pickedgoodfits = zeros(1,9);
for jjj = 1:size(pickedarray_new,1)
    currfrm = goodfits(find(goodfits(:,1) == pickedarray_new(jjj)),:);
    if currfrm
        pickedgoodfits = [pickedgoodfits;currfrm];
    else
        fprintf('No good fits in frame %g\n',pickedarray_new(jjj));
    end
end
pickedgoodfits(1,:) = [];

% Output picked goodfits and picking parameters

outputname = [folder filesep name '_picked.mat'];
save(outputname,'pickedgoodfits','N','track_Boolean','fits_col_headers');

Published with MATLAB® R2016b
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APPENDIX B

Code for Chapter 4

STORM4, plotZ_pro�le, newbgsSTORM�t,

radial_density, simu_STORM

STORM4 : a MATLAB main script that analyzes dSTORM data. The frames of single

molecule �uorescence pulses are recorded and positions of corresponding nanoparticle are

localized.

plot_Z_pro�le: a MATLAB function that plots the time trace of average pixel intensity in

an indicated area.

newbgsSTORM�t : a MATLAB function that localizes the single molecule pulses identi�ed

in STORM4.m.

radial_density : a MATLAB function that plots that radial density of a density scatter plot.

simu_STORM : a MATLAB function that simulates the experimental dSTORM data, in-

cluding localization precisions and dye molecule blinking statistics.
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% Bing Fu, Oct. 17, 2016 This script is used in STORM analysis version
 4. This
% main script plot the time trace of the diffraction spot and manually
 pick the
% good pieces of traces and find the on-frames and the corresponding
 GNP
% position. Update Add check for GNP fitting: if the GNP in this frame
 can not
% be well fitted, stop the program OUTPUT Same as STORM.m, the
 outfiles include
% the _Time_Trace.mat, _PulsesFrameNumbers.mat and also the
 _GNP_position.mat as
% in FitGNP.m.
tic
MLE = 0;
% Whether or not fit the GNP positions using MLE (otherwise lsq
 fitting)
GNP_opt = 1;
% Two ways to fit the GNP 2D position: opt 1 - fit each individual
 frame and
% average the position; opt 2 - for dimmer GNP which is hard to be
 fitted,
% average the frames first and then fit that averaged frame
movie = 'T:\Lab Members\Bing Fu\data\2016\2016-10-24 all 80nm-30-6nm
 newest radial density plot\1024-30-6nm_18.tif';
[pr_folder, moviename, ~] = fileparts(movie);
% min_int = 100; %%% May change from movie to movie. This is the
 minimum
% intensity that will count for a molecule. %%%

[t, outtrace] = plot_Z_profile(movie, 1); % make the time trace of
 selected area which contains the GNP. %
% need to change the parameters in plot_Z_profile for each movie %
save([pr_folder filesep moviename '_Time_Trace'], 'outtrace');
toc

mk = 1;
while mk
    a = input('Does this trace look good? Y/N\n', 's');
    if a == 'N'   %% If there are some noisy trace, get rid of it
        x = input('Enter the lower range:\n');
        y = input('Enter the higher range:\n');
        t_temp = t(x:y);
    elseif a == 'Y'
        t_temp = t;
        x = 1;
        y = size(imfinfo(movie),1);
    end
    [bg, frms] = find_intensitiesV2(t_temp); % using STaSI to find the
 background level of the GNP FL
    sprintf('The background intensity is: %d', bg)
    %     thresh = bg + min_int;
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    pulses_frm = frms;
    if ~isempty(pulses_frm)
        real_pulses_frm = pulses_frm + x - 1; % recover the original
 frame number from the original movie
        params = struct('PulsesFrames', real_pulses_frm);
        outfile = [pr_folder filesep moviename sprintf('_%g-
%g',x,y) '_PulsesFrameNumbers'];
        save(outfile, 'params');

        %         %% Fit the BGS movie for the indicated frames %  the
 BGS movie
        %         is a tif folder obtained by
        %         bing_separate_movies_avg_subtract_new.m and
 unstack_BingV2.m
        %
        %         mols = size(real_pulses_frm, 1); % how many pulses
 to fit
        %         foldername = 'C:\Users\bingf\Documents\STORM data
\9-29
        %         data\0929g_031_sub1\0929g_031_sub1'; % this is the
 folder that
        %         contains all the -bgs.tif allfiles =
 dir2(foldername); guess =
        %         cell(1, mols); fits = cell(1, mols); for ii = 1:mols
        %             frnum = num2str(real_pulses_frm(ii)); len =
 length(frnum);
        %             if len < 4
        %                 lead = 4 - len; pattern = [repmat('0', 1,
 lead)
        %                 frnum];
        %             else
        %                 pattern = frnum;
        %             end matching = regexp({allfiles(:).name},
 pattern);
        %             matched = find(~cellfun(@isempty,matching));
 curr_fm =
        %             [foldername filesep allfiles(matched).name]; [a,
 b] =
        %             FitSingleMol(curr_fm); guess{1, ii} = a; fits{1,
 ii} = b;
        %         end
        %
        %         guessfilename = [movie(1:end-4) sprintf('_%g-%g-
initguess', x,
        %         y)]; goodfitfilename = [movie(1:end-4)
        %         sprintf('_%g-%g-goodfit', x, y)];
 save(guessfilename,
        %         'guess'); save(goodfitfilename, 'fits');

        % Pick the corresponding background GNP frames
        temp_s = input('Enter the frame array you want to fit GNP
 bg:');
        s = temp_s + x - 1;
        msg = sprintf('Starting frame x = %d; Add this up\n', x);
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        display(msg);
        GNPstr = input('Enter again:\n', 's');
        rl = length(s); % The frame length of the region, the average
 position of the GNP. This is a range that is...
        % near the pulses frames and is on a flat background

        % Load the movie to find the GNP position
        if GNP_opt == 1
            sum_x = 0;
            sum_y = 0;
            for ii = 1:rl
                [guesses, goodfits] = FitSingleMol_newbgs2(movie,
 s(ii), MLE);
                if goodfits == 0
                    msg = sprintf('GNP on frame %g can not be fitted.
 Exit script.', s(ii));
                    display(msg);
                    return
                end
                amps = goodfits(:,3); % The third column is Gaussian
 amplitude
                ind = find(amps == max(amps)); % GNP should be the
 brightest if there are multiple fits
                pos_x = goodfits(ind, 9);
                pos_y = goodfits(ind, 11);
                sum_x = sum_x + pos_x;
                sum_y = sum_y + pos_y;
            end

            pos_x_avg = sum_x/rl;
            pos_y_avg = sum_y/rl;

        elseif GNP_opt == 2
            img_sum = 0;
            for ii = 1:rl
                curr_fr = imread(movie, s(ii));
                img_sum = img_sum + curr_fr;
            end
            img_avg = img_sum/rl;
            outimgname = [pr_folder filesep moviename sprintf('_%g-
%g',x,y) '_GNP_avg_img.tif'];
            imwrite(img_avg, outimgname);
            [guesses, goodfits] = FitSingleMol_newbgs2(outimgname, 1,
 MLE);
            amps = goodfits(:,3); % The third column is Gaussian
 amplitude
            ind = find(amps == max(amps)); % GNP should be the
 brightest if there are multiple fits
            pos_x_avg = goodfits(ind, 9);
            pos_y_avg = goodfits(ind, 11);
        end

        [folder, filename, ~] = fileparts([outfile '.mat']);
        base = filename(1: end-19);
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        output = struct('GNP_frame_array', GNPstr, 'X_position',
 pos_x_avg, 'Y_position', pos_y_avg);
        save([folder filesep base '_GNP_position'], 'output');
    else
        display('There are no pulses in this trace!');
    end
    mk = input('Do you want to analyze another piece of trace? 1 for
 Yes/0 for No\n');
    if mk
        clf
        plot(t);
    end
end
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function [t, plotparam] = plot_Z_profile(fd, opt)
% fd is the tif or folder of the raw movie;opt 1 - square; opt 2 -
 rectangle.
% Similar to the "plot Z-axis profile" plug-in in ImageJ, plot the
 time trace of
% a movie tiff stack in one folder for any given area (average
 intensity. Load
% the tiff stack frames
clc
clf
% fd = 'T:\Lab Members\Bing Fu\data\2016\2016-3-15\new A-P 10X(reused)
 001';
corn_x = 27; % for opt 1 and 2
corn_y = 37; % for opt 1 and 2
squaresize = 9; % for opt 1
width = 20; % for opt 2
height = 16; % for opt 2

[folder, name, ~] = fileparts(fd);
if isdir(fd)
    cont = dir2(fd);
    frmsnum = size(cont, 1); % number of frames
    t = zeros(frmsnum, 1);
    for ii = 1: frmsnum
        FrameCounter(1, frmsnum, ii, 1);
        a = [fd filesep cont(ii).name];
        currfr = double(imread(a));
        if opt == 1 % option 1 is a square region whose upper left
 corner coordinate is given
            corn = [corn_x corn_y];
            up = corn(2);
            bottom = corn(2) + squaresize - 1;
            left = corn(1);
            right = corn(1) + squaresize - 1;
        else if opt == 2 % option 2 is a rectangular region whose
 upper left corner coordinate is given
                corn = [corn_x corn_y];
                up = corn(2);
                bottom = corn(2) + height - 1;
                left = corn(1);
                right = corn(1) + width - 1;
            end
        end
        % calculate the average intensity within the indicated region
        avg = mean(mean(currfr(up:bottom, left:right)));
        t(ii) = avg;
    end
else if fd(end-3:end) == '.tif'
        a = imfinfo(fd);
        frmsnum = size(a, 1); % number of frames
        t = zeros(frmsnum, 1);
        for ii = 1: frmsnum
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            currfr = double(imread(fd, ii));
            FrameCounter(1, frmsnum, ii, 1);
            if opt == 1 % option 1 is a square region whose upper left
 corner coordinate is given
                corn = [corn_x corn_y];
                up = corn(2);
                bottom = corn(2) + squaresize - 1;
                left = corn(1);
                right = corn(1) + squaresize - 1;
            else if opt == 2 % option 2 is a rectangular region whose
 upper left corner coordinate is given
                    corn = [corn_x corn_y];
                    up = corn(2);
                    bottom = corn(2) + height - 1;
                    left = corn(1);
                    right = corn(1) + width - 1;
                end
            end
            % calculate the average intensity within the indicated
 region
            avg = mean(mean(currfr(up:bottom, left:right)));
            t(ii) = avg;
        end
    end
end

plot(t);
hold off
% saveas(gcf, [folder filesep name '.png']);

% Prepare output file
if opt == 1
    plotparam = struct('Time_Trace', t, 'Corner_X',
 corn_x, 'Corner_Y', corn_y, ...
        'Square_Size', squaresize);
elseif opt == 2
    plotparam = struct('Time_Trace', t, 'Corner_X',
 corn_x, 'Corner_Y', corn_y, ...
        'Width', width, 'Height', height);
end

end
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function newbgsSTORMfit(folder)
% This function fits the bgs-frames from bgs_Bing_loop.m.
% INPUT
% folder: the full path of the folder that contains all the bgs
 folders and the
% corresponding _PulsesFrameNumbers.mat files to locate which frames
 to be
% fitted
% OUTPUT
% .mat files that contains the guesses and goodfits data as before.
MLE = 0;
cd(folder)
allmat = dir('*.mat');
allmat_num = size(allmat, 1);
for ii = 1:allmat_num
    if size(allmat(ii).name, 2) > 23
        curr_file = allmat(ii).name;
        if strcmp(curr_file(end-22:end), '_PulsesFrameNumbers.mat')
            basename = curr_file(1:end-23);
            bgs_fd = [folder filesep basename];
            if exist(bgs_fd, 'dir') ~= 7
                msg = sprintf('The corresponding bgs folder for %s do
 not exist!', basename);
                display(msg);
            else
                % The movie name is the part that before the last
 underscore in
                % basename.
                ind = find(basename == '_', 1, 'last');
                mv_name = basename(1:ind-1);
                % Load the on-frames from the pulse file
                onfr = load([folder filesep curr_file]);
                onframe_array = onfr.params.PulsesFrames;
                onfr_num = size(onframe_array,1);
                guess = cell(1, onfr_num);
                fits = cell(1, onfr_num);
                for jj = 1:onfr_num
                    curr_bgs_fr = [bgs_fd filesep sprintf('%s_%d-
bgs.tif', mv_name, onframe_array(jj))];
                    [a, b] = FitSingleMol_newbgs(curr_bgs_fr,MLE);
                    guess{1, jj} = a;
                    fits{1, jj} = b;
                end
                if MLE ~= 1
                    guessfilename = [folder filesep basename '-
initguess-newbgs'];
                    goodfitfilename = [folder filesep basename '-
goodfit-newbgs'];
                elseif MLE == 1
                    guessfilename = [folder filesep basename '-
initguess-newbgs-MLE'];
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                    goodfitfilename = [folder filesep basename '-
goodfit-newbgs-MLE'];
                end
                save(guessfilename, 'guess');
                save(goodfitfilename, 'fits');
            end
        end
    end
end
end
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% Bing Fu, August 11, 2016
function r_density = radial_density(ref_x, ref_y, fitspos_x,
 fitspos_y, out)
% Plot the radial density of localizations using values from
 scatplot.m Break
% down the density plot radially and caculate the average of density
 at each
% radial distance. INPUT The input is from the output of Plot_map
 (only the
% localizations inside the GNP-DNA circle, no outsider points). ref_x:
 reference
% GNP x position from Plot_map.m (in pixel) ref_y: reference GNP y
 position from
% Plot_map.m (in pixel) fitspos_x: all localization position x pixel
 fitspos_y:
% all localization position y pixel out: output from function
 scatplot.m OUTPUT
% r_density is a N by 6 double matrix. 1st comlum: radius in nm; 2nd:
 sum of
% density value from out.ddf in this ring region; 3rd: how many
 localizations
% are in this ring region; 4th: averaged radial density in this ring
 region;
% 5th: normalized averaged radial density; 6th: distance/total
 radius(GNP+DNA)
% percent. Plot the 5th column vs. 1th columm or 6th column
 (normalized by the
% particle size).

pixel = 49; % Pixel size (nm)
GNP_rad = 40; % GNP radius in nanometer
DNA = 32.6; % dsDNA spacer length in nanometer
r_tot = GNP_rad + DNA; % unit: nm
r_inc = 2; % nm of radius increase in each sampling ring
total_loc = size(fitspos_x, 1);
num_point = round(r_tot/r_inc) + 30;
r_density = zeros(num_point, 6); % The third column is used to record
 how many localizations in this region
r_density(1:num_point, 1) = r_inc:r_inc:(num_point*r_inc);
r_density(1:num_point, 6) = [(r_inc/r_tot):(r_inc/r_tot):
(num_point*r_inc/r_tot)];
for ii = 1: total_loc
    curr_x = fitspos_x(ii);
    curr_y = fitspos_y(ii);
    curr_den = out.ddf(ii);
    r = sqrt((curr_x - ref_x)^2 + (curr_y - ref_y)^2); % in pixel
    r_nm = r*pixel; % in nm
    ind = floor(r_nm/r_inc)+1;
    r_density(ind,2) = r_density(ind, 2) + curr_den;
    r_density(ind,3) = r_density(ind, 3) + 1;

end
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r_density(:,4) = r_density(:,2)./r_density(:,3); % radial density
r_density(:,5) = r_density(:,4)/max(r_density(:,4)); % normalized
 radial density
plot(r_density(:,1), r_density(:,4), 'r', 'LineWidth', 2);
end
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function [allx, ally, all_out, r_den, r] = simu_STORM(r, opt)
% Bing Fu, Sept. 21, 2016
% Simulate my STORM experiment: molecules are on a surface of a sphere
 with
% radius r; each molecule emissions are localized several times
 (corresponds to
% several on-frames) within precission of certain Gaussian-shape
 probability.
% Simulate the localization map and also the radial density plot to
 compare with
% the experimental data.
% INPUT
% r: the radius of sphere in nanometer
% opt: option 1 - my twoDprojection.m code to generate the dots
 positions
% option 2 - RandSampleSphere.m to generate the dots positions
pixel = 49; % Pixel size in nanometer
sigma = 0.45; % Localization precision in pixel
pd = makedist('Exponential', 'mu', 16.9);
% The number of localizations of each molecule has exponential
 probability, with
% mean of 16.9 (from fit of real data)
allx = zeros(100000,1);
ally = zeros(100000,1);
count = 1;

r_tot = r; % unit: nm
r_inc = 2; % nm of radius increase in each sampling ring
num_point = round(r_tot/r_inc) + 100;
r_den = zeros(num_point, 2);
r_den(1:num_point, 1) = r_inc:r_inc:(num_point*r_inc);
switch opt
    case 1
        N = 16;
        P = 16;
        r_pix = r/pixel;
        [x, y] = twoDprojection(r_pix,N,P);
        mol_num = size(x,1);
        for ii = 1:mol_num
            on_frames = round(random(pd));
            if on_frames >= 8
                Rx = normrnd(x(ii),sigma, [on_frames, 1]);
                Ry = normrnd(y(ii),sigma, [on_frames, 1]);
                out = scatplot(Rx,Ry, 'circles', 0.5, 100, 5, 1, 25);
                axis equal
                curr_r_den = radial_density(0, 0, Rx, Ry, out);
                curr_r_den(isnan(curr_r_den)) = 0;
                r_den(1:num_point, 2) = r_den(1:num_point,2) +
 curr_r_den(:,4);
                allx(count:count+on_frames-1) = Rx;
                ally(count:count+on_frames-1) = Ry;
                count = count + on_frames;
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            end
        end
        allx(count:end) = [];
        ally(count:end) = [];
        scatter(allx,ally);
        all_out = scatplot(allx,ally, 'circles', 0.5, 100, 5, 1, 25);
        xlabel('Pixel');
        ylabel('Pixel');
        axis equal
        % Draw circle (the sphere prejection) where the molecules
 locate
        hold on
        th = 0:pi/50:2*pi;
        xunit_GNP = r/pixel*cos(th);
        yunit_GNP = r/pixel*sin(th);
        plot(xunit_GNP, yunit_GNP, 'r', 'LineWidth', 2);
        figure
        plot(r_den(:,1),r_den(:,2));
        xlabel('nm');
        ylabel('Radial density');
    case 2
        X = RandSampleSphere(150,'uniform');
        X = X.*r/pixel;
        mol_num = size(X,1);
        for ii = 1:mol_num
            on_frames = round(random(pd));
            if on_frames >= 8
                Rx = normrnd(X(ii,1),sigma, [on_frames, 1]);
                Ry = normrnd(X(ii,2),sigma, [on_frames, 1]);
                out = scatplot(Rx,Ry, 'circles', 0.5, 100, 5, 1, 25);
                axis equal
                curr_r_den = radial_density(0, 0, Rx, Ry, out);
                curr_r_den(isnan(curr_r_den)) = 0;
                r_den(1:num_point, 2) = r_den(1:num_point,2) +
 curr_r_den(:,4);
                allx(count:count+on_frames-1) = Rx;
                ally(count:count+on_frames-1) = Ry;
                count = count + on_frames;
            end
        end
        allx(count:end) = [];
        ally(count:end) = [];
        scatter(allx,ally);
        all_out = scatplot(allx,ally, 'circles', 0.5, 100, 5, 1, 25);
        xlabel('Pixel');
        ylabel('Pixel');
        axis equal
        % Draw circle (the sphere prejection) where the molecules
 locate
        hold on
        th = 0:pi/50:2*pi;
        xunit_GNP = r/pixel*cos(th);
        yunit_GNP = r/pixel*sin(th);
        plot(xunit_GNP, yunit_GNP, 'r', 'LineWidth', 2);
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        figure
        plot(r_den(:,1),r_den(:,2));
        xlabel('nm');
        ylabel('Probability of emission position');
end
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